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Thesis Advisor: 
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January 2021, 89 pages 

 

Chemical stabilization of nanoparticles is of great importance in terms of cooling-

lubrication performance and increasing their penetration into the wear zone of 

colloidal suspensions.  Particles are covered with different ligands to ensure chemical 

stabilization. Due to the high stabilization performance of the ligand used in the 

synthesis of the nanoparticle, the amount of wear can be minimized by increasing the 

penetration ability of the particles. In this study, tribological performance of silver 

nanoparticle-based additives coated with different ligands was investigated by the 

parameters of friction coefficient, weight loss and surface roughness. Moreover, the 

agglomeration behavior of nanoparticles was analyzed by chemical characterization of 

the suspensions. The silver nanoparticles obtained were reinforced to the mixture of 

ethylene glycol and extreme pressure additives and the tribological performance of the 

prepared EG + EP + AgNP mixture was investigated.  

 

The study was carried out in two stages. Firstly, in order to determine the optimum EP 

ratio, the lubricants obtained by adding EP to EG fluid in different proportions were 

subjected to wear tests at the parameters of 20 N load and 40 rpm speed. In order to 
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determine the optimum EP additive ratio, wear tests were carried out under dry, pure 

EG, EG + 5% EP, EG + 10% EP and EG + 15% EP conditions. The tribological 

performance of EG + EP fluids was analyzed by examining the friction coefficient, 

weight loss and surface roughness parameters. According to the results obtained from 

the wear tests, it was determined that EG + 5% EP reduced the friction coefficient and 

weight loss by ~ 28.7% and ~ 71.7%, respectively compared to ethylene glycol, and it 

was observed that it provided a good surface quality. It has been determined that EG 

+ 10% EP and EG + 15% EP fluids are less effective on the friction coefficient, weight 

loss and surface roughness compared to EG + 5% EP.  According to the analysis 

results, it was concluded that optimum results were obtained at 5% concentration.  

 

In the second stage, 6 different liquids were prepared by mixing the AgNP additive in 

different proportions and coated with different ligands at the optimum ratio determined 

for the EP additive. Colloidal suspensions prepared by adding 2%, 5% and 8% rate 

nanosilver particles were used in the experiments and the optimum nanosilver 

concentration was determined. Wear tests were applied separately for gelatin and PVA 

coated nanosilver particles, thus the effect of different coating materials was also 

examined. The tribological performance of EG + EP + AgNP fluids was analyzed by 

examining the friction coefficient, weight loss and surface roughness parameters. 

According to the results obtained, the optimum concentration ratio for both coating 

materials was determined as 2%. Comparing the coating materials for the EG + 5% 

EP + 2% AgNP suspension, it was determined that the gelatin coated particles reduced 

the friction coefficient and wear volume by ~ 12.06% and ~ 53.36%, respectively, 

compared to the PVA coated particles. When SEM and 3D topography images were 

examined, it was seen that better surface morphology was obtained with gelatin coated 

particles. According to the analysis results, it was concluded that optimum results were 

obtained with the suspension prepared with gelatin coated nanosilver particles at a 

concentration of 2%. 

 

Keywords : Nano-silver, Extreme pressure, 3d topography 

Science Code : 91419
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Makina Mühendisliği Anabilim Dalı 

 

Tez Danışmanı: 
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Ocak 2021, 89 sayfa 

 

Nanopartiküllerin kimyasal stabilizasyonu, kolloidal süspansiyonların soğutma-

yağlama performansı ve aşınma bölgesine penetrasyonunun arttırılması açısından 

büyük önem taşımaktadır. Kimyasal stabilizasyonun sağlanması amacıyla partiküller 

farklı ligandlarla kaplanmaktadır.  Nanopartikülün sentezlenmesinde kullanılan 

ligandın stabilizasyon performansının yüksek olması sayesinde, partiküllerin 

penetrasyonu kabiliyeti arttırılarak aşınma miktarı minimize edilebilmektedir. Bu 

çalışmada, farklı ligandlarla kaplanmış gümüş nanopartikül esaslı katkı maddelerinin 

tribolojik performansı, sürtünme katsayısı, ağırlık kaybı ve yüzey pürüzlülüğü 

parametreleri ile incelenmiştir. Ayrıca, süspansiyonların kimyasal karakterizasyonu ile 

nanopartiküllerin topaklanma davranışı analiz edilmiştir. Elde edilen gümüş 

nanopartikülleri, etilen glikol ve aşırı basınç katışkısı karışımına takviye edilmiş ve 

hazırlanan EG + EP + AgNP karışımının tribolojik performansı araştırılmıştır.  

 

Çalışma iki aşamada gerçekleştirilmiştir. Öncelikle optimum EP oranını belirlemek 

için EG sıvısına farklı oranlarda EP ilave edilerek elde edilen yağlayıcılar 20 N yük ve 

40 rpm hız parametrelerinde aşınma testlerine tabi tutulmuştur. Optimum EP katkı 
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oranını belirlemek için aşınma testleri kuru, saf EG, EG +% 5 EP, EG +% 10 EP ve 

EG +% 15 EP koşullarında gerçekleştirilmiştir. EG + EP sıvılarının tribolojik 

performansı sürtünme katsayısı, ağırlık kaybı ve yüzey pürüzlülüğü parametreleri 

incelenerek analiz edilmiştir. Aşınma testlerinden elde edilen sonuçlara göre EG + 5% 

EP’nin EG’ye kıyasla sürtünme katsayısı ve ağırlık kaybını sırasıyla ~%28,7 ve 

~%71,7 oranında azalttığı belirlenmiş ve iyi bir yüzey kalitesi sağladığı görülmüştür. 

EG +%10 EP ve EG + %15 EP sıvılarının sürtünme katsayısı, ağırlık kaybı ve yüzey 

pürüzlülüğü üzerinde EG + %5 EP’ye kıyasla daha az etkili olduğu belirlenmiştir. 

Analiz sonuçlarına göre optimum sonuçların %5 konsantrasyonda elde edildiği 

sonucuna varılmıştır.  

 

İkinci aşamada, farklı oranlarda ve farklı ligandlarla kaplanmış AgNP katkısı, EP 

katkısı için belirlenen optimum oranda karıştırılarak 6 farklı sıvı hazırlanmıştır. 

Deneylerde %2, %5 ve %8 oranlarında nanogümüş partikülleri eklenerek hazırlanan 

kolloidal süspansiyonlar kullanılmış ve optimum nano gümüş konsantrasyonu 

belirlenmiştir. Aşınma testleri, jelatin ve PVA kaplı nano gümüş parçacıklar için ayrı 

ayrı uygulanmış, böylece farklı kaplama malzemelerinin etkisi de incelenmiştir. EG + 

EP + AgNP sıvılarının tribolojik performansı sürtünme katsayısı, ağırlık kaybı ve 

yüzey pürüzlülüğü parametreleri incelenerek analiz edilmiştir. Elde edilen sonuçlara 

göre her iki kaplama malzemesi için optimum konsantrasyon oranı 2% olarak 

belirlenmiştir. EG + %5 EP + %2 AgNP süspansiyonu için kaplama malzemeleri 

karşılaştırıldığında, jelatin kaplı partiküllerin PVA kaplı partiküllere kıyasla sürtünme 

katsayısı ve aşınma hacmini sırasıyla ~ %12,06 ve~ %53,36 oranında azalttığı 

belirlenmiştir. SEM ve 3D topoğrafya görüntüleri incelendiğinde jelatin kaplı 

partiküller ile daha iyi yüzey morfolojisi elde edildiği görülmüştür. Analiz sonuçlarına 

göre optimum sonuçların %2 konsantrasyonda jelatin kaplı nanogümüş partikülleri ile 

hazırlanan süspansiyon ile elde edildiği sonucuna varılmıştır.. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler  : Nano-gümüş, Yüksek basınç katkısı, 3d topografya 

Bilim Kodu :   91419
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PART 1 

 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE 

 

The mechanical properties of the used alloys determine the material strength of plain 

bearings used in the industrial systems. However, the temperature, resistance of 

corrosion and wear can be enhanced by the lubrication impact. The control of these 

elements contributes to enhance the fatigue strength of the bearings and increase the 

working life. Currently, copper-based tin bronzes are commonly used as bearing 

material. These alloys characterize by self-lubricating properties, high thermal 

conductivity and wear resistance [1]. Moreover, load-carrying capacity is a very 

significant standard to select materials because bearings are exposed to heavy load and 

high speed [2]. Tin bronze alloys in plain bearing applications were studied and 

investigated in the literature [3]. Zhu et al. (2020) studied the tribological performance 

of CuNiSn bronze alloy on different loads (1 and 4 N) and different ambient 

temperature (18 ◦C and 110 ◦C) circumstances. The result of the study mentioned that 

the behavior of both wear and friction depend on temperature and load and that the 

resistance of wear reduced when temperature increases [4]. Unlu et al (2007) 

investigated the capacity of load carrying, wear and friction properties of the plain 

bearings made of CuSn10 bronze. SAE 1050 steel was used as abrasive. Researches 

and experiments were implemented under different pressure-velocity (0.0125, 0.025 

and 0.05 N / mm s) and lubrication conditions.  The experimental results showed that 

the values of weight loss and friction factor which were obtained under dry conditions 

are higher than those obtained under lubrication conditions [2]. 

 

Unlu and Durmus investigated the wear loss and friction coefficient in CuSn10 alloyed 

radial bearings by the use of artificial neural networks approach. Their experiments 

were implemented in oily and dry conditions with different velocity and loads. They 

realized a lower coefficient of wear and friction ratio in lubrication condition than the 

dry test conditions. As well as, the researchers reported that friction coefficient is a 
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function of friction force and normal force and that the friction force decrease when 

the velocity and load decrease [5]. The shaft and bearing of plain bearings include 

metal-to-metal contact. Currently, most of shaft used in manufacturing systems are 

made of steel [6]. The friction coefficient of tin bronze-steel contact has been conveyed 

as about 0.6 - 0.8 in the literature [7]. The function of lubrication may not be offered 

with adequate effectiveness under heavy operating circumstances. Consequently, the 

friction coefficient between metals will be increased and deformations including 

plastering, cracking and abrasion arise on the surfaces [5]. Moreover, the ratio of 

oxidation increase because of increasing of temperature and material loss due to tribe-

corrosion are more than forecasted [7]. It is detected that lubricant applied to plain 

bearings such as self-lubricating bearings considerably decrease the friction coefficient 

[5]. Also, the additive added to oil my furtherly increase the tribological performance. 

These additives may be added to lubricants in order to increase heat transfer capability, 

prevent corrosion, increase wettability and oil film strength [8]. For instance, due to 

the extreme pressure added to lubricants, the metal surface and lubricant react tribo 

chemically and a high-strength oil film is shaped [9]. Thanks to this way, metal-metal 

contact is prevented and wear, friction and temperature are decreased. Recently, 

nanoparticles use as additive became so common. Particularly, nanoparticles that 

increase, the heat transfer capability, increase the strength of oil film, liquid 

penetration and wettability.   

 

In this method, it shows high tribological performance on abraded and cut surfaces 

[10,8]. The chemical properties, dimensions and morphology are factors of tribological 

performance [11]. For instance, particles with spherical form unlike the fibrous 

nanoparticles where they are more easily dispersed in liquids and show lower 

coefficient of friction [12]. Moreover, spherical particles may increase the quality of 

surface with the impact of mechanical behaviors including filling, mending and rolling 

[13]. The fields of using nanoparticles from different composites by numerous 

approaches are very extensive. Nevertheless, in order to use a lubricant under high-

temperature conditions, heat transfer of nanoparticles additive must be the main factor. 

As well as, the colloidal stability and agglomeration tendency of nanoparticles are very 

significant factors in terms of sustainable use. The high surface energy of nanoparticles 

allow them to clump freely [14]. Nanoparticles synthesized without the ligand merge 
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application with each other and their size increase. Consequently, they may act 

abrasive in the wear area [11]. Ligand must be applied to the particles during the 

production process in order to guarantee the colloidal stability. Organic agents 

including glucose, polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), gelatin 

and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) may be used as the ligand. These ligands connected to 

the nanoparticles surface work on keeping the particles far from each other and 

inactivate the active atom surfaces [15].  

 

Cetin et al. (2020) studied the impact of different concentrations of gelatin-coated 

nanosilver particles on tribological performance and behavior of clumping. By testing 

the temperature change, weight loss, friction coefficient and results of surface 

roughness they gotten from the wear experiments, they mentioned that the pilling 

particles behavior negatively impact the resistance of wear. Studies performed 

currently are focused on producing, characterizing and adding silver nanoparticles as 

additives to liquids [12,16,17]. Silver metal is commonly used in modern industrial 

fields due to its superior properties. It is widely used in electronic and electrical 

industry because of its oxidative stability and conductivity [18]. The fungicidal and 

anti-bacterial properties of silver generate a broad field of use particularly in 

biomedical applications [19]. Despite that, biological and chemical seniors 

characterize by broad range of use such as soap, textile products, paste, wound 

dressings, photovoltaics and food [19,20]. Adding silver nanoparticles as additives to 

cutting fluids offers a high movement in thermal properties if compared with other 

metal oxide nanoparticles [12]. The reason of this is that silver enjoys by very high 

thermal conductivity factors (~ 429 W / mK) if compared with other types of metals 

[21]. Sarafraz et al. (2016) practically studied the heat transfer coefficient, viscosity 

and thermal conductivity of biologically produced nanosilver particles with spherical 

morphology. The result of their study detected that nanosilver particles present high 

thermal performance and this nanofluids can be used as lubricant or coolant in engines 

with high heat flux conditions [22]. The impact of silver nanoparticles on lubricant is 

not only on the heat transferability. Consequently, many studies have proven that it 

has an impact on decreasing wear and friction on surfaces [23]. The results of those 

studies showed that silver nanoparticles separate the roughness on the metal-metal 

contact surface, decrease the grooves on the worn surface and cause high tribe film 
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formation by collecting on the surface of lubricating. So, smoother surfaces are gotten 

[10, 16]. 

 

Another study conducted by Prabu et al (2018) showed that silver present low modulus 

of solidity and elasticity, thus particles are deformed because of high pressure and 

friction force in the metal interface. It is noticed that the particles deformed because of 

sliding movement on surface fill the eroded surfaces [16]. Yu et al (2018) mentioned 

that recently, researches and studies were performed to prepare thin films with superior 

tribological properties in a broad range of temperature. It has been mentioned that the 

most efficient method for this is to manufacture films which show self-lubricant 

properties with different temperatures. Researches detected that WCN-Ag films with 

some silver added may show self-lubricating properties in the temperature range of 

25–600 ° C [24].  

 

It is clearly seen from the literature that nanoparticles additives offer high tribological 

performance on metal surface. Nevertheless, it is discovered that the properties of 

nanoparticles used in these researches was not efficiently defined before the study. 

Determination the stability of nanoparticles to be used on surface subject to abrasion 

is very significant in order to avoid the loss of material because of abrasion. Even 

though, the least amount of abrasion and unevenness on the surface may have high 

effect on fatigue strength of metal materials. Also, efficient heat transfer on metal 

surfaces is very efficient to protect the mechanical features of materials. The 

tribological performance study of tin bronzes in the synthesized and characterized 

nano-silver-added lubricant medium is considered a unique study in the literature. 

100Cr6 alloy has been used as abrasive and CuSn10Zn alloy has been used as tin 

bronze. High powerful ethylene glycol were determined as a base lubricant. 

Nanoparticle (2%, 5%, 8%) and EP (5%, 10%, 15%) additives have been added to the 

ethylene glycol base with various concentrations. 

 

 In nanoparticle application, particles of nanosilver are coated with two different 

ligands (PVA and gelatin). The colloidal stability, agglomeration behavior, 

morphology and size of the nanoparticles have been performed. Classification 

processes were delivered by zeta potential, particle size analysis (PSA), transmission 
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electron microscope (TEM), ultraviolet and visible light (UV - Vis) absorption 

spectroscopy graphics. Moreover, the surface tension and wettability of the added oils 

set with various concentrations have been tested and their tribological behaviors have 

been examined. In tests, 40 rpm sliding speed were determined to wear factors and 20 

N for loads. The empirical results have been evaluated according to scanning friction 

coefficient data, 2D volume loss, 3D topography analysis and electron microscopy 

(SEM). 
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PART 2 

 

THEORIC BACKGROUND 

 

At this part of our study, we will present the literature associate the topic of this study. 

It starts by giving a general background about tribology (lubrication, friction and wear) 

and primary chemistry phases of the oxidation process and plant oils. This will be 

accompanied by a literature review associated with the goals of our study. As well as, 

this part will review Silver Nanoparticles, Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles and its 

tribological performance. 

 

2.1. FRICTION  

 

Friction is a strength of resistance to a tangible movement among two contacted 

surfaces.  Guillaume Amontons (1663-1705) is firstly researcher who published the 

friction laws where those laws asserted that the force of friction is relative to the natural 

load applied also independent of the obvious zone of contact [42]. The primary 

equation of the friction force F is shown below (Eq. 2.1): 

 

𝐹 = 𝜇𝑁 (2.1) 
 

Where N represents the normal load and μ represents the coefficient of friction. Thus, 

Bowden and Tabor (1950) were explained the more specifics model of metallic 

friction. They stated that the force of friction represents a summation of two elements, 

the ploughing force (Fp) and the adhesive force (Fs) and its equations is shown below 

(2.2) [43]: 

𝐹 = 𝐹𝑠 + 𝐹𝑝 (2.2) 
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Through the comparative movement of two contact bodies, the force of adhesion is 

needed in order to snip the contact junctions where cohesion occurs, while the 

ploughing force is required to plough the solder surface asperities over the softer 

surface. Bowden and Tabor (1950) proposed that contact arose only in the sharpness 

of the surface [43]. The mentioned contact zone is called the real contact zone, and 

from the apparent contact zone, it is very limited and autonomous. The real contact 

zone is correlated with the load applied where the asperities can be deformed. The 

following formula is formulated from these assumptions equations is shown below 

(Eq. 2.3). 

 

𝐹 = 𝐴𝑟. 𝑠 + 𝐴′𝑝  (2.3) 
 

Where 𝐴𝑟 represents the real contact zone, 𝑠 represents the shearing strength of the 

metallic junctions, 𝐴′ represents the cross sectional zone of the reinvesting track and  

𝑝 represents the pressure to cause plastic for the softer metal (near to the depression 

value of solidness) [44]. 

 

When those load will be applied, the softer material asperities distort in the contact 

zone till the real zone of contact is adequate to support the load. at this case, N=pAr. 

So, equation 2.4 is written as heeds: 

     

𝐹 =
𝑁𝑆

𝑃
 + 𝐴′𝑝 (2.4) 

 

At the end, the friction coefficient can be written as follows (Eq 2.5):  

 

𝐹

𝑁
=  

𝑆

𝑃
+

𝐴 ′𝑝 

𝑁
  (2.5) 

 

Bowden and Tabor (1950) presented that the ploughing force of ball-on-flat contact is 

similarly reliant on the ploughing track width, d and curvature radius, r of the contact 

and can be written as follows (Eq. 2.6).:   

 

𝐹𝑝 =
𝑑 3 𝑝 

12𝑟
          (2.6) 
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Figure 2.1. The track width impact in the ploughing force for indium with flat steels 

of dry and lubricated surfaces [28]. 

 

The above theoretical results consistent with the test data that shown in Figure 2.1. The 

line in Figure 2.1 represents the expected value.  

 

2.1.1. Tribometer and Friction Force Measurement 

 

It is very significant to academics and researchers to understand the test rig system or 

tribometer before conducting tribological study. Most of the tribometers which used 

in experimental studies are conventionally designed and existed for small scale to 

repeat the application in the real systems. They consist a linear reciprocating friction 

samples, pin-on-disk-tribometers and four-ball-tribometers. The application may be 

somewhat close to a quad-ball, a quad-ball is a ball-bearing system while a pin-to-disc 

may imitate a disc brake system. The sliding movement in a linear replying friction 

tester may repeat the movement of the piston ring in the internal combustion engine. 

Figure 2.2 shows the characteristic configuration of commercial thermometers with 

normally applied load orientation. 
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Figure 2.2. (a) ball-on-disc, (b) reciprocating pin-on-flat, (c) four-ball, (d) block-on-

wheel, (f) flat-on-flat, and (f) pin and vee-block; Typical formation of the 

commercial tribometer where normal load is specified by the arrows [29]. 

 

The primary is prepared to measure the frictional force of the thermometer by relating 

the normal load among double connected objects which are marked by the comparative 

movement (one body is stationary whereas the other partner's body is moving). Hence, 

the normal force must be modified, which is why it can be enlarged repeatedly til a 

transverse force that can be measured by a force measuring device is detected. In order 

to evaluate the force of friction, F in the linear meter checker, a spring balance is 

usually used to create an adjustable load, N, applied to the two connected objects. In 

general, as the standardized load cell is attached to the stator body as a force of friction 

measuring device. Subsequently, the friction factor is computed by separating the 

frictional force F by the normal load value. 

 

2.1.2. Friction Behavior through Running-In of Sliding Contact 

 

Running-in is the process of changing wear and\or friction in tribosystem before the 

stable status when the two contacted surfaces are contacted under the normal load and 

comparative movement. Some machines such as new engines expose to specific 

operating procedures after assembly in order to accomplish long-term life of service. 

Running-in behaviour shapes include eight popular shapes with metal contact of 
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sliding which are classified by Blau [47] Depending on the literature studies of 

tribology tests performed in the 1980s as shown in Fig.2.3 [48]. Some of the possible 

causes of each type of curves are shown in Table 2.1. The results of Blau [47] studies 

proposed that there is no indication that these eight curves are illustrative of certain 

contact circumstances [48].    

 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Eight distinctive formulas of primary friction behavior through the 

running-in process [48]. 
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Table 2.1. Probable reasons of friction running-in behavior [48]. 

 

Type Existence Probable reason(s) 

A Pollutant surfaces A light class of lubricious pollutant is removed 

from the sliding of surface [48]. 

 Impacts of element heating emerges due to the 

friction of sliding [49]. 

 Mechanical disturbance of surface oxide class 

with rising the metallic contact [50]. (iv) The 

changes of contact geometry [51]. 

B Boundary-lubricated 

metals 

Surfaces wear-in; primary wear ratio is great 

until the severest asperities are worn off and 

surface is become glibber [52]. 

c Unlubricated oxidized 

metals, usually 

perceived in ferrous or 

nonferrous/ferrous 

combines 

Wear-in, as in category (b), but with the 

succeeding growth of a debris layer (debris 

gathering) or extreme transfer of metal [52] 

d Same as (c) section Like section (c), but the primary oxide film 

perhaps more determined and protecting [52]. 

e Coated systems where 

they are controlled in 

wear by process of 

subsurface fatigue. 

Coating wear-through or cracks in subsurface 

fatigues grow until debris is first generated. 

Then, debris generates three bodies that lead to 

quick change in friction. Occasionally a little 

preliminary spikes of the friction refer to the 

beginning of that change [53].   

f Pure and clean metals. Crystallographic redirection of zones near the 

surfaces layers decrease their friction and 

strength of shear [54]. Instead, the preliminary 

roughness is removed and separating smoother 

surface [48].  
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g Metal of graphite and 

graphite of graphite;  

Create a tinny class through the transfer 

operating or debris creates a succeeding friction 

increase [48].  

h Hard coatings on 

ceramic 

Roughness changes, later a fine-grained debris 

layer is formed [55] 

  

2.1.3. Increase of Contact Temperature and Frictional Heating  

 

Some of the mechanical energy that employ in moving material in frictional contacts 

scatters as a heat energy. This dissipation of energy is called frictional temperature that 

could work in increasing the heat of the two sliding bodies. Increasing the frictional 

heating of sliding contacts may effect on the tribological behavior and sliding elements 

failures. Sometimes increasing the temperature of surface is efficient bring about 

material melting, oxidation of surface and can be change to the structure and properties 

of materials in the zone of contacts [56]. 

 

The temperature of the surface in sliding of bodies may be gauged experimentally or 

assessed by computation. The whole reach temperature at a specific point can be 

assessed depending on the gathering of three elements as follows (Eq. 2.7). [56]:   

 

𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑏 + ∆𝑇𝑛𝑜𝑚 + ∆𝑇𝑓  (2.7) 

 

Where 𝑇𝑏 represents the temperature of the bulk material, ∆𝑇𝑛𝑜𝑚 represents the 

average contact temperature and ∆𝑇𝑓 represents the increase in the flash temperature 

for a short period of time on severe contact. In terms of the fixed temperature source 

to move object (with a circular radius,), the highest flash overheat may be estimated 

as follows (Eq. 2.8). [56]: 

 

∆𝑇𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
 2𝑞𝑎

𝐾√𝜋(1.273 + 𝑃𝑒)
               (2.8) 

 

Where 𝑞 = 𝜇𝑃𝑈 represents the ratio of temperature  created per unit zone (W/m2), 𝜇 

represents the factor of friction, 𝑃 represents the touch pressure (N/m2), 𝑎 represents 

the circular zone radius (m), 𝑘 represents the thermal conductivity(W/mK),  𝑃𝑒 
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represents the Peclet number  =
𝑉𝑎 

2𝑘
  , 𝑉 represents the speed (m/s) and  𝐾 =

𝑘

𝑝𝑐
    

represents the current diffusivity (m2 /s). 

 

The increase of insignificant surface heat represents an extra heat because of the 

temperature source which passes repetitively through the same point on the surface. 

The increase of nominal surface temperature of a moving body can be measure as 

follows (Eq. 2.9). [56]:  

 

∆𝑇𝑛𝑜𝑚 = 𝑞𝑛𝑜𝑚 =
𝑙𝑏

𝐾
                                                             (2.9) 

 

Where 𝑞𝑛𝑜𝑚 = q
𝐴𝑟

𝐴
 𝑞, 𝐴𝑟 represents the real contact zone (m2 ), 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑎 2 represents 

the nominal contact zone (m2 ), 𝑙 b=
𝑎

𝑎𝜋1/2 
  [

2𝜋𝐾

𝑎𝑣
]

1

2
  = 𝑎 𝜋1/2 tan−1 [ 2𝜋𝐾 𝑎𝑉 ] 1 2 

represents the efficient length of diffusion (m). 

 

2.2. WEAR 

 

Wear may be described as the gradual lack of material from the body's effective surface 

due to the comparative movement on the surface [57]. Where the basic mathematical 

model of the relationship between the ratio of wear and normal load can be calculated 

by the following equation (Eq. 2.10). (Archard Equation for Corrosion): 

 

𝑄 = 
𝐾𝑁

𝐻
                                                          (2.10) 

 

Where 𝑄 represents the volume removed from a surface each unit a sliding distance 

(m3 / m), N also represents the normal load applied to the surface, while H represents 

the depression stiffness of the wear surface (N / m2) and K represents the wear 

constant. 

 

Equation of Archard can be applied only on the wear volume, sliding distance, material 

hardness and linear relationship between the normal loads. It must be mentioned that 

the values of 𝐾, 𝑁and 𝐻are still constant through the test of wear while the volume of 
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material lost from the surface is directly related to the distance of sliding and 

experiment time [57].  

 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Popular curves of non-linear sliding wear behavior [58]. 

 

Figure 2.4 shows the distinctive wear behavior of sliding contact for non-induced wear 

change. Where they may be effected by choosing the material in a 21 tribosystem [58]. 

It presents that the wear growth (Curve “A” in Figure 2.4) happens in different phases, 

wear rapidly increases during the wear-in process, period growth of stable wear and 

wear increase again through the wear-out phase. In terms of mild wear at the start of 

sliding process (Curve “B”), at a minor normal load, the primary wear change is 

similarly to stay slower before the beginning of the wear-in process. 

 

Study the wear change needs an accurate approach to measure the wear in location. In 

many tests where the constant measurement of wear is unreasonable (because of the 

inadequacy in test rigs), many researchers select to stop the test rig occasionally for 

the purpose of measuring the wear [59]. Nevertheless, the approach is vulnerable to 

the probability of convincing an arrangement error in the contact zone when 

resembling the samplings for second time. Therefore, develop a device to measure a 

wear in location is still representing a significant field in wear researches.  
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2.2.1. Wear Measurement Approaches 

 

Wear includes progressive material loss and therefore, mass loss is regularly utilized 

as wear measure.  This is conducted by determining the specimen mass prior and after 

the experiment. Other than mass loss measurement, the computation of wear volume 

may similarly be conducted depending on the wear scar geometry of worn specimen 

(width and length) that can be dignified by using a profilometer.  For instance, Figure 

2.5 shows the distinctive view of wear scare on flat specimen in case of ball-on-flat 

linearly countering sliding wear experiment. Total wear volume (Vw) is then 

computed by the following formula [60]:  

 

  𝑉𝑤 = 𝐿 {𝑟 2 sin−1 (2𝑟) − 𝑤 2 √𝑟 2 − 𝑤2 4} + 𝜋 3 {2𝑟 3 − 2𝑟 2√𝑟 2 − 𝑤2 4 − 𝑤 2 4 

√𝑟 2 − 𝑤2 4} 

 𝑉𝑤 = 𝐿 {𝑟
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛 −1  (

𝑤2

2𝑟
)− 

𝑤

2
   √𝑟2+ 

𝑤2

4
 
}    + 

𝜋

3
 {2𝑟3 − 2𝑟2√𝑟2 −  

𝑤2

4
  

𝑤2

4
 √𝑟2 −  

𝑤2

4
} 

 

Where w represents the width of wear scar (m), L represents the length of wear scar 

(m) and r represents the ball radius (m) 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5. Upper assessment of distinctive wear scar created on flat specimen by ball-

on-flat linearly responding wear test. The computation of wear volume 

depending on dividing the scar of wear zone for A and B [60]. 

 

By the use of other equipment with the help of program may lead to simplify the 

measurement of wear scare geometry. For instance, Sharma et al (2013 suggested an 

approach to calculate the volume of wear for a ball-on-flat responding sliding wear 

test by an optical microscopic method [60].  In this method the geometry in various 
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locations of the worn division has been measured by defocusing and focusing on the 

sample flat surface. Despite of numerous approach to measure wear, wear volume 

computation accuracy is restricted to wear scars of ‘uniform’ form. In case of non-

uniform shape of wear scar created on the surface, the mass measurement loss 

approach is an improved selection.   

 

2.2.2. Wear Mechanisms 

 

The wear is caused when there is inadequate shield between the two contacted 

surfaces.  The reason behind the occurrence of wear on surface is properly known as 

wear mechanism. Before taking a step to control the wear, it is necessary to understand 

and identify the wear mechanism. Generally, wear mechanism consists four main 

classes including adhesive wear, abrasive wear, chemical wear and surface fatigue 

wear. 

 

2.2.2.1. Adhesive Wear 

  

At this mechanism, the material is replaced during the sliding process when the 

asperities contact of surface under the normal load. The transition of material is started 

by a micro-welding process arising in two contacted asperities when efficient heat is 

created and monitored by the material shearing process as shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6. The adhesive wear mechanism [61]. 
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The adhesive wear occurs when the fracture arises in subsurface at one of the materials 

as shown in (Figure 2.7). Forming the transfer films is typical properties of adhesive 

wear where the material convoys from one of the surfaces to other before unrestricted 

as a particle of wear as shown in (Figure 2.8.) 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7. Formation of fracture in the materials subsurface because of the adhesive 

wear [62]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8. An example of adhesive wear presence (Al-Si alloy transfer film into the 

piston ring) [44]. 

 

2.2.2.2. Abrasive Wear 

 

This type of wears happen when the hard protuberances or hard particles are enforced 

to slide on the contacted surface. It is named three-body abrasive when the abrasive 

wear is created by the hard particles whereas the two-body abrasive is produced by the 

harder asperities piercing to the softer material as clarified in (Figure 2.9.) 
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Figure 2.9. A diagram of three-body and two-body abrasive wear model [61]. 

 

In this type of wear, the material is removed by the cultivating or micro cutting process 

that is effected by many elements including material hardness, shape and particle size. 

(Figure 2.10) shows the distinctive presence on the worn surface which caused by the 

abrasive wear. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10. An example for the presence of abrasive wear [62]. 

 

2.2.2.3. Fatigue Wear  

 

On surfaces, this type of wear happens when repetitive stress cycling occurs in a 

sliding or rolling interaction. Fractures or fractures, as explained in (Figure 2.11), are 

formed after an effective number of fluctuating strains and stresses. Microscopically, 
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fatigue wear is visualized by surface spalling and pitting caused by sub-surface shear 

stresses that exceed shear material power, as shown in( Figure 2.12). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11. Surface crack instigation and proliferation process [44]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.12. Examples of wear scar presences because of fatigue wear technique. (a) 

Spalling wear and (b) Pitting wear [61]. 

 

Delamination wear is a distinct kind of wear that can be defined as a sub-set of stress 

wear induced by cracks under the surface. Suh (1973) suggested the theory of 

discharge and claimed that turbulence occurs below the surface because of continuous 

loading. [63]. Then, due to the restricted impurities in most engineering materials, 

dislocations accumulate and cause voids to form. Parallel cracks on the surface were 

caused by the merging of the voids(Figure 2. 13) . This ends up in the form of sheet-
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like particles, replacing the thin layer of material. The characteristic appearance of 

delamination wear on a worn out surface is clarified in Figure 2.14. [52]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. 14. Creation of crack in subsurface by link up and growth of voids [44]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.15. The appearance of delamination wear [52]. 

 

2.2.2.4. Chemical Wear  

 

Corrosive wear or chemical wear happen when the sliding process occurs at the 

corrosive environment. Chemical wear happens due to electrochemical or chemical 

reaction on the metal surface from the corrosive or lubricant contaminates including 

acids, water and salts.( Figure 2.15) shows corrosive wear mechanism where pitting is 

typically created on the worn surface. In general, the chemical wear is named oxidative 

wear because the oxygen is considered most prevailing corrosive medium.  This type 

of wear can be controlled by using a suitable constraining additives.( Figure 2.16) 

shows a worn surface example because of the chemical wear.  
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Figure 2.16. The corrosive wear mechanism of [64]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.17. Chemical wear instance for cast iron because of the sulphuric acid [44]. 

 

2.3 LUBRICATION  

 

The lubrication is applied between two contacted materials with a view to decrease the 

friction and minimize the wear between them. Lubrication decreases the friction by 

delivering a low snip strength layer among both surfaces that is less than the material 

shear strength [44].  In addition, it has another important role including heat 

transferability, removes the contaminants and decreases the corrosion. There are two 

types of lubricants, Solid lubricants and liquid lubricants. Solid lubricants are also 

found in powdery lubricants for example graphite and molybdenum disulfide. Liquid 

lubricants are usually those derived from the base oil and adding an additive with a 

view to improving their performance. 

 

2.3.1. Lubrications Regimes 

 

As we stated above that the main function of lubricant is to deliver protection layer 

which decrease the friction and wear between tow contacted surfaces. However, the 

standard load size between the two contact surfaces imposes different lubrication 

requirements that can classify the lubricant into different regimes of lubrication. Three 
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popular lubricating systems consisting of boundary, mixed and hydrodynamic 

lubrications operate under lubricants. A description of the lubrication regimes (Figure 

2.17) is clarified by the Stribeck curve that is a plot of a fluid-lubricated bearing system 

which provides a friction factor versus N/P, where N represents the viscosity of the 

lubricant, N represents the rotating velocity and P represents the load per expected 

bearing zone unit. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.18. Stribeck curve shows different lubrication systems that associate with 

friction element, speed and lubricant thickness [56]. 

 

Full film lubrication is known as hydrodynamic and is the state under which a 

relatively thick film between them completely supports the contact load between the 

sliding surfaces. (> 0.25 μm ) [56]. The interaction between the metal is circumvented 

through this lubrication which make the friction element only depending on the 

lubrication thickness (with continuous speed and load). Elastohydrodynamic is a 

hydrodynamic lubrication sub-set through which the contact load is efficiently 

effective for hydrodynamic action to distort surfaces flexibly. The lubrication film is 

usually very thin compared to the thickness of the film created by hydrodynamic 

lubrication. [56]. 

 

A higher temperature, higher load or lower speed is treated by the mixed lubrication 

system that expressively reduces lubrication viscosity. With this state, the touch 

surface wounds in certain areas may be in contact with each other. In the case of 
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borders, the thickness of the lubricating film is thinner (1-3 nm) than the thickness of 

other wounds, and touch is very sensitive. [56]. When the load is raised or the speed 

is decreased, this occurs. As opposed to other forms of lubrication systems, border 

lubrication is a more dangerous contact condition. During the first half of the power 

stroke, it is present in the armature contacts (i.e. between the cylinder liner and the 

piston ring) when the crank angle is 0 to 90 °, as shown in( Fig.2.18) [65]. The chemical 

and physical properties of thin surface films are important under these lubricating 

conditions. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.19. Cyclic difference of certain film wideness among a top compression ring 

and the cylinder wall show the lubrication system [65]. 

 

2.3.2. Mineral Oil Based Lubricants 

 

The most popular lubricants used in the industry are the mineral oil lubricants created 

by the iteration process of rough oil.The main use of mineral oils are in the turbines 

and engines In light of the chemical composition of mineral oils, can classify them into 

three types consisting of paraffin (branched and straight hydrocarbons), naphthenic 

(recurring carbon particles) and aromatic (benzene-type composites) as shown in 

(Figure 2.19). The presence of various particle structure in the mineral oils could effect 

on the lubricant characteristics. For instance, the viscosity-temperature properties 

between the naphthenic and paraffinic oils are expressively different [44]. The oils of 

traditional engines are those oils mixed with additives. Additives are artificial 

chemicals that severe to enhance the present characteristics or add new features to base 

oil. The percentage of additives to lubricant is surrounding between 1 to 25%. 
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Figure 2.20. Mineral oils categories that consist (a) straight paraffin, (b) branched 

paraffin, (c) naphthene and (d) aromatic [44]. 

 

Table 2.2 shows the categories of additives that used in lubricating oil. 

 

Table 2. 2. Categories of additives used in lubricating oil [108]. 

 

Categories of additive Purpose Example 

Anti-oxidants In order to delay the 

process of oil ageing  

zinc dialkyl 

dithiophosphates 

Viscosity Modifiers In order to give a 

required thickness index 

olefin copolymers, 

polyalkylmethacrylates 

Detergents and 

Dispersants  

In order to keep oil-

insoluble burning by-

products in 

postponement and inhibit 

the accumulation of the 

oxidation products in the 

hard elements 

calcium phenates, 

polyisobutene succinimide 

Anti-foam Agents In order to inhibit 

foaming of lubricants 

polydimethylsiloxanes 

Anti-wear and Extreme 

Pressure Additives 

In order to decrease wear zinc 

dialkyldithiophosphates 

Friction Modifiers In order to decrease the 

element of friction  

Molybdenum disulfide 
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Corrosion Inhibitors In order protect the metal 

surface from the attack 

because of the moisture 

and oxygen   

petroleum sulfonates 

Pour-point Depressants In order to allow a 

lubricant to flow at low 

temperatures 

polymethacrylates 

 

2.3.3. Lubricant Additives 

 

The lubricant additives are chemical materials which can added to the base oil to offer 

many features to the finished oil. The limitations of features present in basic oils 

caused them the incapability to fulfill the requirement of high performance lubricant. 

They provide benefits in many ways such as improve the features of present base oil, 

destroy undesirable characteristics and add new properties to the base oil. The correct 

formation of lubricant additives and base oil are responsible to improve the tribological 

performance of oil particularly in boundary lubrication application. Therefore, 

additives are generally mixed with base oil in order to increase viscosity, enhance 

viscosity index, enhance wear resistance, decrease corrosion, enhance stability of 

oxidation, increase the life span, decrease the pollution and decrease the friction. The 

overall categorization of lubricant additives consists anti-oxidants, pollution control 

additives, viscosity reformers, pour point depressants, anti-wear and extreme pressure 

additive, corrosion control additives, foam inhibitors and friction modifiers. The scope 

of this study will only include the above three mentioned additives (friction modifiers, 

antiwar and extreme pressure additives and anti-oxidants) to be mentioned and 

clarified in this part. 

 

2.3.3.1. Friction Modifiers 

 

This is a significant kind of additives in frontier lubrication which work below the 

absorption mechanism (chemical or physical adsorption) to practice a “carpet” of 

particles on the substrate surface as shown in (Figure 2.20). They are used to decrease 

the friction of surface and inhibit the phenomena of stick-slip [44]. In general, they are 
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polar chemical combinations which characterize by a high similarity for metal surfaces 

and enjoying by long alkyl chains. In base oil, the friction modifiers are classified into 

three classes including nanoparticles, oregano-molybdenum compounds and organic 

friction modifiers [66]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.21. Adsorption lubrication technique by boundary additives [44]. 

 

A hundred years ago, organic friction modifiers were invented which are usually long-

chain hydrocarbons with polar end groups [67]. It is composed of carboxylic acids [68, 

69], esters [70], alcohols [71], amines [72], polymers [66, 73], etc. Where the polar 

end groups are inserted to the metal surface friction rates either by chemical reaction 

or Psychological absorption whereas hydrocarbon chain includes lubricants. Fatty 

acids are distinct additives that have been used in the carboxylic acid group. It was 

found that the friction behaviour of the hexadecane solution by using the ball scale on 

the disc is affected by the types of acids where the submerged fatty acid (fatty acid) 

gives less friction compared to its unsaturated counterpart (oleic acid) as we have 

shown in Fig. 2.21 [74]. It has been suggested that the behaviour of saturated fatty 

acids as a linear formation favours the formation of a more coherent monolayer on the 

surface [68] that contributed to a slight friction result [74]. Nevertheless,, uses of 

carboxylic acids as auxiliary engine oil transfer oil are currently declining as they are 

found to be wear bearings for engines [75]. 
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Figure 2.22. Friction against sliding velocity of 0.01 M fatty acids in hexadecane 

solution at 35 °C and 100 °C [74]. 

 

A sufficient additive was discovered in the 1980s to reduce wear and friction in the 

boundary lubrication system and are organic molybdenum formulations 

[76,78].Where it consist of three groups (Fig. 2.22) including sulfur and phosphorous 

free compounds including molybdates, sulfur Which contains phosphorous-free 

compounds, specifically molybdenum bicarbonate molybdenum (MoDTC) and 

compounds comprising sulfur and phosphorous, specifically dicalkyl molybdenum. 

[79]. The reduction of friction at the friction surface was associated with the formation 

of small molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) nanostructures with a distinctive laminate 

structure [67] which creates a low shear strength material [66, 80].  For instance, it is 

informed that the MoS2 was cofngiured with molybdenum oxides from MoDTC 

degradation on the contact surfaces by means of a triple chemistry reaction [81]. 

Organo-molybdenum compounds have another interesting advantage as it has been 

found that instead of acting as a friction modifier, they can also be used as anti-

corrosion additives because both MoDTP and MoDTC have been discovered to reduce 

wear and friction [82]. Moreover, it has been found that MoDTP has good anti-

corrosion features in mineral oil [83] whereas molybdate and MoDTC show better 

corrosion resistance synergism with zinc dimethyphosphate (ZDDP) [78, 79]. 
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Figure 2.23. Three categories of organ-molybdenum friction modifiers [67]. 

 

Recently, numerous research, development and studies have been presented in the 

fields of nanotechnology and chemistry, the probability to produce a friction rate 

dependent on nanoparticles [84]. Nanoparticles are elements ranging in the size from 

2–120 nm [66] which generally include metallic oxides (such as TiO2, CuO, titanium 

dioxide, and copper oxide), fullerenes, borates and phosphates, metals (such as copper 

and copper), and mineral fullerenes or oxides. We want boron [67]. They were added 

to lubricating oils as friction transformers to decrease the friction and wear [84-86]. It 

has been discovered that the tribological performance as a friction modifier is effected 

by elements including concentration, size, nanoparticle structure and shape [87]. There 

are three techniques through which nanoparticles can decrease the applied pressure, as 

mentioned by Julie et al. (Figure 2.23) [88]. Particle progressing may arise at low 

pressure subject to particle hardness and shape. At medium pressure, the particles stay 

intact but slide over the surrounding surfaces. At high pressure, the particles are 

creased to form a mesh layer with low shear resistance and, thus, give less friction 

factor [88]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.24. The three main techniques of friction: rolling (A), sliding (B) and 

exfoliation (C). The minor substrate is immovable whereas the higher 

substrate is slit to the left. The red sign refers to the point of a 

nanoparticle [88]. 
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2.3.3.2 Anti-wear and Extreme-pressure Additives 

 

These types of additives shield rubbing surfaces from interaction between metal and 

metal, thereby preventing seizures and minimizing wear under minimal lubrication 

conditions. Anti-wear additives work to minimize the wear ratio by shaping films, 

whereas extreme pressure additives are projected to respond quickly to a surface under 

high distress to avoid more disastrous impairment, including galling, seizure and 

scuffing. [89]. Many extreme pressure additives incline to be so powerful that they can 

affect oil oxidative stability [90], others are metal corrosive [91, 92] and may decrease 

the machine modules life [93]. In general, in engine oils, extreme pressure additives 

are not normally used. They are used only when the lubricant, for example in a gear 

tooth contact, is subjected to high stress conditions. Sulfurized olefins (EP additives), 

phosphates, phosphate esters, metal dithiocarbamates, metal thiophosphates and 

borates [94] are available in a variety of forms. Zinc dialkyldithiophosphates (ZDDP) 

are still commonly utilized in oils of engine among the collection of additives 

mentioned above, despite being the first additive produced in the forties of the last 

century. [95]. 

 

ZDDP is made by alcohols response with phosphorus pent sulfide (P2S5) to create 

dialkyldithiophosphoric acid. Later, it is neutralized by the zinc oxide to produce the 

invention as clarified in (Figure 2.24) [96]. The lubrication mechanism conducted by 

ZDDP has been studied by many researchers in order to be comprehended [95, 97, 98]. 

The mechanism begins by forming the layer that includes the compound of organic 

iron and ZDDP corrosion element and metal oxides diversified with the metal substrate 

on the surface of metal as shown in ( Figure 2.25) [99]. The ZDDP is analyzed by 

sliding to create an iron polyphosphate and glassy zinc that mixes with the OMM layer 

and delivers the wear-resistant action. Later, at high loading and temperature, the 

organic ZDDP element will produce the concurrent development of OIC and OMM 

layers. Anti-wear iron phosphate pads and a solid anti-wear film comprising higher P, 

Zn and S concentrations are then created (known as OIC-Zn film). The OIC-Zn films 

form a strong protective layer from wear during continuous sliding, while the OMM 

layers can wear out. The OIC-Zn films can also promote metallic iron, iron carbide 

and iron oxide film formation. 
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These ZDDP brought films enjoy by high loading capacity and operate as an anti-

scuffing film and an anti-wear in protecting the steel substrates [99]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.25. Approach to prepare the zinc dialkyldithio-phosphate (ZDDP) [96]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. 26. Antiwar film formation technique by ZDDP [99]. 

 

2.4. SILVER NANOPARTICLES 

 

Nanoparticles silver use started by the glass founders from the Roman Empire time 

where it includes efficient optical properties. This is proven by the purported Lycurgus 
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cup (4th century AD) which is presented currently in the British Museum. Studies on 

the configuration of its bronze-mounted inclusions of stained glass performed later of 

last century detected the existence of metal nanoparticles (the average diameter of 40 

nm) which includes alloys of gold by 30% and alloy and silver by 70% [80]. This 

illustrates an extraordinary characteristic of this bowl to change its color from the red 

color in convoyed light to the grayish green color in reflected light. In order to prepare 

this glass, it is required the formation of silver in the same location. Before the eighties 

of last century, there were practical and scientific interest in silver nanoparticles due 

to the ability to be used as dispersed supports to improve the signals from the organic 

particles in the Raman spectroscopy [81]. 

 

Preliminary studies performed in the last few decades showed that the silver 

nanoparticles show a rare mixture of value properties and they are the unique optical 

proprieties related to the well-built surfaces, catalytic action, high electrical dual layer 

capacitance, surface Plasmon resonance (SPR), etc.[82]. This is the reason behind their 

work as materials to develop the new generation of sensor, optical and electronic 

devices. During the last two decades, the efforts of reducing and the significance to 

modernize the technical process led to high increase in the number of practical 

researches and studies dedicated to the combination and features of silver 

nanoparticles. Currently, the synthesis of these combinations is considered of the most 

developed trends in colloid chemistry. The silver is commonly used to oxidize the 

methanol to formaldehyde and ethylene to ethylene oxide [83]. Colloidal silver 

occupies great importance due to its typical characteristics including antibacterial 

activity chemical stability, good conductivity and catalytic [84]. For instance, it 

provides many benefits to surface improved spectroscopy because it partially needs 

for connected surfaces to electricity [85, 86]. 

 

2.4.1 Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles  

 

Currently, scientists in the field of materials perform studies and researches to develop 

new materials with better features, functions and less cost than the existed ones. Many 

biological, physical and chemical production approaches were developed to improve 

the nanoparticles performance presenting enhanced features which work to include 
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good control through the morphology, distribution and particle size [87, 88]. Mixture 

of nanoparticles to include good control through the size, quality, purity, morphology 

quantity and distribution of particles by the use of environment friendly economic 

process are the main obstacles for researchers [89]. The most commonly used method 

to prepare the nanoparticles of silver as stable, colloidal scatterings in water or organic 

solvents is the chemical decrease [90, 91]. The most frequently used reductants are 

borohydride, elemental hydrogen, ascorbate and citrate [81, 87]. In general, the 

colloidal silver is usually created by decrease the silver ions (Ag+) in aqueous solution 

with particle diameters of numerous nanometers. If the colloidal particles are slightly 

less than the wavelength of visible light, the solutions will consist of a brown yellow 

color with a large band ranging between 380-400 nm and other less or less effective 

bands in the captivation spectrum at longer wavelengths [85, 86].  

 

The combined excitation of the electron gas in the elements is supported by this band 

with a steady change in electron density at the surface (absorption of surface Plasmon) 

[82]. The literature indicates that using a strong reductant, like borohydride, can 

produce small particles which are rather monodispersed, but it is difficult to regulate 

the formation of larger particles. The use of weaker reducing agents, like citrate, would 

lead to a slower reduce ratio, but the size of distribution was far from constrained. The 

controlled mixture of Ag NPs depends on a two-step decreasing process. A strong 

reduction element is used in this mechanism to produce small Ag particles that expand 

in the subordinate step by reducing more with a weaker reduction element. [81]. In the 

secondary process, several researchers explored the expansion of particles from 

approximately 20-45 nm to 120-170 nm [86]. In addition, the primary condition was 

not reproducible and it required particular equipment. Thus, in the presence of 

stabilizers, the synthesis of nanoparticles by chemical reduction approaches is 

typically carried out to avoid undesired aggregation of the colloidal silver solution of 

the nanoparticle. 

 

2.4.2. Biochemical Synthesis of Ag Nanoparticles 

 

The most common methods to prepare the nanoparticles are the chemical methods. 

Nevertheless, many chemical approaches cannot avoid using the toxic chemicals in the 
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synthesis protocol.  As nobles nanoparticle metals including platinum, gold and silver 

nanoparticles are commonly used in human contacting regions, there is increasing 

interest to develop globally approachable operations of nanoparticles mixture which 

do not utilize toxic chemicals. Many organic methods of nanoparticles mixtures have 

been suggested by the use of plant or plant extract [87], microorganism [92] and 

enzyme [91] as possible sustainable substitutes to chemical and physical approaches. 

The use of plant nanoparticles may provide many benefits over other biological 

operations by removing the intricate operation to maintain cell cultures [93]. It can 

also be better improved for important nanoparticle mixtures. It is normal that several 

metal or metal which consist of particles in the nanometer size scope can be offered 

by the biological system. The mixture of magnetite nanoparticles by magneto tactical 

bacteria, silica materials by diatoms, and layers of gypsum and calcium carbonate by 

S-layer bacteria are some typical examples. The assembly and synthesis of 

nanoparticles can be helpful in the production of “green chemistry “procedures that 

are clean and environmentally safe and involve species ranging from bacteria to fungi 

and even plants [94, 87]. Multicellular and unicellular species are also well known for 

creating both intra- and extracellular inorganic materials. The sp. of Verticillium. Bare 

to aqueous AgNO3 solution fungal biomass resulted in the intracellular formation of 

silver nanoparticles, while extracellular silver nanoparticles were caused by Fusarium 

oxysporum biomass [95]. Microorganisms such as actinomycetes, fungi, bacteria and 

yeast have been suggested for the development and application of nanoparticles. [87, 

96]. 

 

 2.5 APPLICATION OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES 

 

Silver nanoparticles include many use in many sciences such as materials science, 

catalysis and biomedical. The reason behind this is the unique features they enjoy if 

compared with their bulk solid. At this section of our study, we will result in a brief 

review of these applications.  
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2.5.1 Human Health 

 

Nanoparticles include several impacts on human health based on the bulk materials 

through which they are created [97]. Increasing the biological activity of nanoparticles 

man provide benefits, damages or both on human health. Some of the nanoparticles 

are adequately small to reach to the brain, lungs and skin [98,99]. Exposing to metal 

comprising nanoparticles of human lung epithelial cells create reactive oxygen species 

that cause cells damage and oxidative stress [100,60]. A research on toxic impact of 

silver nanoparticles has been implemented on zebrafish as a model because of its rapid 

expansion and apparent structure of body. The result of the research showed particles 

deposition on organs and high expansion impacts. The toxicity and biocompatibility 

of silver nanoparticles have been shown by perceiving single silver nanoparticles 

within embryos in every development phase. The categories of abnormalities in zebra 

fish were highly depended on the silver nanoparticles dose [101]. 

 

 2.5.2 Environmental  

 

Silver nanoparticles configure great fear to the biological systems and wastewater 

treatment services. The inhibitory impacts of silver nanoparticles on microbial growth 

have been assessed in a treatment facility by the use of extant respirometer mechanism. 

The nitrifying bacteria is vulnerable to reserve by silver nanoparticles that may 

configure harmful impacts on microorganisms in the wastewater treatment. In recent 

years, the environmental threat of silver nanoparticles have been studied by identifying 

the released silver of traditional clothing. The wash water and sock material included 

silver nanoparticles of 10–500 nm diameter. 

 

2.5.3 Catalytic Action  

 

High surface energy and high surface zone determine metal nanoparticles of being 

efficient catalytic medium. It is noticed that the growth of small silver particles is 

resulted in more efficient catalyst than the particles of stable colloidal. These emergent 

particles are catalyzed the borohydride decrease of numerous organic dyes. The 

decrease ratio catalyzed by growing particles is particularly quicker compared with 
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large and steady particles that considered the final product of growing particles. 

Catalysis is because of the effective particle-mediated electron transfered from the 

BH4 - ion to the dye. The activity of catalytic particles is based on the dye-particle 

interaction, E1/2 of the dye and size [102].  

 

2.5.4 Antimicrobial  

 

Silver is considered antibacterial, non-toxic and safe agent. It has been used for many 

centuries to kill 650 microorganisms which cause disease [103]. It was described as 

being ‘oligo dynamic’, which is able to cause bacteriostatic (growth reserve) or even 

a bactericidal (antibacterial) effect. So, it enjoys by the ability to use bactericidal 

impact with high absorption. Silver has high importance for many applications 

including prevent infections, healing injuries antibacterial agents for antibiotic 

resistant bacteria and anti-inflammatory. Silver ions (Ag+) and its composites 

configure great toxic on organisms where it may exhibit high biocidal impact on many 

types of bacteria but with low toxicity to animal cells. So, solver ions (Ag+) as 

antibacterial element is employed to formulate coatings, dental resin composites, ion 

exchange fibers and bone cement for medical devices. 

 

The bactericidal activity of nanoparticles is related to the existence of electronic 

impacts which acquired due to smaller size changes in the local electronic surface 

structure. These impacts contribute in enhancing the silver reactivity of nanoparticles 

surface. It must be mentioned that silver in ionic shape highly interact with thiol groups 

of vital enzymes and inactivates them. It is proposed that when bacteria are preserved 

with silver ions, the DNA loses its ability to replicate [103]. Silver nanoparticles 

threaten the future plasma membrane and deplete intracellular adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) levels by pointing to the membrane of bacteria that result in the death of 

bacterial cells. In burn treatment, sterilization and drinking water, conventional silver 

compounds, including silver sulfadiazine and silver nitrate, are used to prevent the 

growth of bacteria. For antibacterial functionality, silver is economically merged into 

polymers, catheters, fabrics and composites.
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PART 3 

 

NANO MATERIALS 

 

3.1. NANO MATERIALS SCIENCE 

 

In general, nonmaterial particularly graphite have been used only as dry lubricants in 

very hard circumstances such as  high temperature where it is supposed that organic 

lubricants are inappropriate [28]. Many studies and researches have proven the ability 

to organize size, shape and surface practical nanoparticles groups [23]. This has 

increased the possibility of the use of nanoparticles in colloidal structures in related 

fields, including science and technology such as grease [129,130], oil [131], 

biomedicine [132,133], etc. There are nanofluids called colloidal nanoparticle 

suspensions. Choi initially projected nanofluids in 1995. It must be understood that the 

nanoparticles features have a great effect on the nanofluids existence. Metals (Cu, Ag, 

Au, etc.) [134,135], metal oxides (TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3, SiO2, etc.) [136,137], carbon 

(graphene, carbon nanotubes, diamonds, etc.) [138] are the most widely used and 

researched nanoparticles so far [138]. Adding nanoparticles to lubricants considerably 

decrease interfacial friction and increases component which carry capacity [139,140]. 

The effect of SiO2 nanoparticles and diamonds on the tribological features of paraffin 

has been investigated by Peng et al [141]. It is discovered that the varying factor of 

friction depends not only on the nanoparticles concentration but also on the time of 

contact among two steel bearing surfaces. As pure liquid paraffin is used, the factor of 

friction increases with time, as shown by the bond between the contact surfaces. 

Nevertheless, as the testing time increases, it is found that when SiO2 nanoparticles or 

diamonds are applied to the main fluid, the friction factor decreases monotonically and 

becomes stable after a definite period of time. In order to clarify the technique of the 

impact of nanoparticles on the tribological characteristics of lubricants, several 

theories were proposed by the researchers, such as the impacts of 'ball 

bearing'[142,143], 'protective film', 'mending'[144] and 'polishing'[143].
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It must be mentioned that the nanoparticles introduction to lubricants is a complex 

issue because nature, size, concentration, shape, etc. are very significant elements that 

affect the performance of the lubricant. Stachowiak et al. [145] and Martin and Ohmae 

[146] mentioned that because of the high surface energy despite the size, nanoparticles 

tend to collective, agglomerated or syrupy after being entered to most of the liquids 

particularly when these are bare to change in temperature or pressure. Some 

nanoparticles configure a problem to spread in a liquid stage (base oil). Inorganic 

fullerenes, for example, reflect spherical or cylindrical mineral particles with a particle 

size varying from 50-150 nm. They have no preference of oils and without the use of 

surfactants, their dispersion is difficult. The nanoparticles concentration is thought 

would be no less significant. It is noted that the friction factor depends on additive 

concentration. Nonetheless, it must be mentioned that several researches were carried 

out under many circumstances [147, 148] that referred to a reduction in friction and a 

claim about the ability to carry parts when adding nanoparticles at a b1 %. Struggles 

are being made to study nanoparticles as lubricant additives, taking these details into 

account. 

 

Nanotechnology requires the ability to monitor nanoscale features (10-9 m), and a 

number of mechanism have recently been created which offer this ability to humanity. 

The problems of chemistry and physics should be discussed on these scales from a 

basic science perspective. The response can be controlled by surface and boundary 

effects. "In this length scales range, several of the classical variations between 

mechanics, materials and physics vanish, and a new form of thought arises that is 

generally called nanoscience (occasionally funnily translated as "so few science"). The 

last quick growth of nanoscience, combined with the development of computational 

technologies that are most successful on small scales is resulting a newly discovered 

ability to perceive and monitor the structure in small time scales and length. By 

differentiating between what we can influence and what we can understand, one 

method to differentiate between nanoscience and nanotechnology. Much of whatever 

we deal with as humans has a nanoscale structure, that is, most materials have a 

nanoscale substructure. The center of nanoscience understands what the nanoscale 

structure acts (in terms of phenomena and action). The essence of nanotechnology is 

to monitor nanoscale structure so that a desired end can be achieved. Nanotechnology 
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cannot prosper without nanoscience, and when the requisite nanoscience is already 

available, the most effective development of nanotechnology (and growth with low 

risk) arises. 

 

Currently, the science of nanomaterials is the science which allow much 

nanotechnology (indeed in the widest sense, nanotechnology is not be possible without 

nanomaterials). That very many nanoscale phenomena are either modulated or 

controlled from a punitive point of view, so nanomaterials play a critical role in the 

science of mechanics. Nanomechanics regulates phenomena as directly evident as the 

interaction of Nano size interfaces of crystal and as understated as protein folding 

(organizing and governing the living cell). 

 

A nanomaterial is a substance in which there is an order of 100 nm or less of some 

controllable related dimension. In order to describe a nanomaterial, the mere existence 

of nanoscale structure only is not efficient, as all of the materials include structure in 

this collection. On this scale, the ability to monitor the structure is important. In this 

context, one might discuss that several of the traditional alloys and structural materials 

comprising nanoscale elements could be considered nanomaterials by nature (for 

instance alloys of ODS Oxide- and Dispersion-Strengthened). Conventionally, 

however, classical structural materials are not included in the current use of the term. 

Nanomaterials are newly designed materials in modern use, where the structure of 

nanoscale which is being monitored has a main influence on the material or device's 

desired behavior. 

 

3.2. THE DIFFERENT CLASSES OF NANOMATERIALS 

 

Three distinct types of nanomaterials exist discrete nanomaterials, materials for 

nanoscale applications, and bulk nanomaterials shown in (Table 3.1). Discrete 

nanomaterials or dn materials are freestanding material components in at least one 

dimension and 1-10 nm in scale (examples consist nanoparticles and nanofibers 

including carbon nanotubes). Materials of nanoscale devices or materials are 

components of nanoscale material found inside devices, typically as thin films (for 
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example of material may be the thin film of metal oxide utilized inside some 

semiconductor fabrication). 

Table 3.1. A wide category of nanomaterials based of dimensionality and morphology. 

 

Type of 

nanomaterial 

Dimensionality Morphology Characteristics Remarks 

Discrete nano 

(dn) 

materials 

0D or 1D Particles, 

fibers 

Large surface 

functionalization 

Potential 

health 

hazard 

Nanoscale 

device (nd) 

materials 

Usually 2D, 

occasionally 1D 

Thin films, 

sometimes 

wi 

Functionalization, 

electrical/thermal 

characteristics 

Semicond

uctor 

fabrication 

Bulk (nc or ns) 

nanomaterials 

3D Minimum 

mm3 

Mechanical and 

structural 

applications 

- 

 

3.2.1. Characteristics of 2D Materials 

 

If only one of its dimensions is nano-sized, materials may be properly described as 2D 

material or nanosheet, typically resembling a big sheet with one or little layers of 

atomic thickness (more such as a paper sheet). Because of their wonderful range of 

chemical properties optical, physical and electronic that are lacking in their bulk 

complements [17]. They characterize by certainly attracted important industrial and 

academic interest since their discovery. [20,21]. In order to determine the true contact 

zone and the frictional pinning probable, the high flexibility degree related to 2D 

materials when they are in contact with close objects plays a significant role[22,23]. 

In addition, the dispersion of 2D materials in aqueous solution is an appropriate 

prerequisite for the design of 2D-based films [24], and because the entire atoms of 2D 

materials are surface atoms, this delivers an appropriate means of altering the material 

properties by means of surface functionalization and alteration. [25, 26]. 

 

Current nanoscale investigations have detected that the layered materials, down to one 

atomic layer, similarly present exceptionally low surface friction if they were slid 

against other counter surfaces [27, 28]. Standard atomic arrangements, in addition to 
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poor interlayer interaction, are also recognized to affect those materials with the ability 

to accomplish super-low friction, otherwise known as super lubricity. [29,30]. In 

addition, it has been clarified that the static frictional force steadily raises for a little 

primary atomic cycles before accessing into a steady value with regard to few-layered 

2D materials. When the number of 2D layers increases, the fleeting activity and the 

related enhancement of the steady-state of friction reduces and was only noticed when 

the 2D material was insecurely attached to a substrate [23, 31]. Li et al. replicate the 

experimental outcomes on layer-dependent friction and transient frictional 

consolidation on graphene Nano sheets by the use of atomistic replications. [23]. The 

analysis of atomic force proved that the development of static friction is a protest of 

the innate propensity for thinner and less-constrained graphene in order to re-arrange 

its shape as a direct elect in its higher suppleness. The tip atoms become more 

resolutely pinned and detect higher synchrony in their stick-slip attractiveness. Atomic 

force study has clarified that static friction development is a demonstration of the 

intrinsic propensity of thinner and less limited graphene to re-arrange its structure as a 

direct e-impact of its higher flexibility. In its stick-slip character, the tip atoms become 

more firmly pinned and present high synchrony. Although the amount of atomic-scale 

contacts that are the real contact area increases, in frictional sliding on graphene 

nanosheets, the local pinning status of individual atoms and the comprehensive 

commensurability also rises. From Lee et al. [31] the nanotribological properties of 

some chosen 2D materials, including graphene, MoS2, h-BN and niobium dieseline 

(NbSe2), which were isolated by mechanical exfoliation from their bulk origins, were 

analyzed. Friction on all the four 2D materials has been shown to be greater than that 

of their bulk sources. Their research suggests that the higher friction is correlated with 

the thinnest layers known as the puckering e-low ect's bending stiness. In order to 

understand the mechanism of sheet sti-ness in friction, they used a simple model of a 

tip sliding over an elastic membrane. Here, there is normally a local puckering due to 

adhesion when the tip comes in contact with the top surface [32]. This is due to the 

sheet's low bending sti-ness compared to its in-plane sti-ness. By tip-sheet friction, the 

puckered geometry can be adjusted at the front edge. Since the result rise in the tip-

sheet contact zone, this out-of-plane puckering could clarify the raised friction. In 

addition, it could be because of the extra work needed to transfer the puckered area. 

The puckering e-ect becomes more substantial as the layer becomes thinner. In 
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comparison, graphene, MoS2 and h-BN have much lower friction (~1 nN) compared 

to NbSe2 (~7 nN). From Zhou et al. [33]  

 

This is due to the sheet's low bending sti-ness compared to its in-plane sti-ness. By tip-

sheet friction, the puckered geometry can be adjusted at the front edge. Due to the 

resulting rise in the tip-sheet contact area, this out-of-plane puckering could explain 

the increased friction. In addition, it could be because of the extra work needed to 

transfer the puckered area. The puckering e-ect became more substantial as the layer 

becomes thinner. In comparison, graphene, MoS2 and h-BN have very lower friction 

(~1 nN) compared to NbSe2 (~7 nN). From Zhou et al. which being said, as sliding 

continues and more heat is produced, the tribochemical reaction of the contact surfaces 

between the lubricants and the substrate is triggered, leading to the breakdown of the 

protective film and the improvement of the new film[4]. It is understood that this new 

film enhances tribological behavior significantly [38]. In addition, the high 

temperature produced through sliding could melt the nanosheets, allowing them to fill 

the contact surfaces with micro-holes, gaps and concave zones, thereby reducing 

friction and wear. [39]. 

 

3.3. APPLICATIONS AS LUBRICANT NANO-ADDITIVES 

 

The use of nanomaterials as greater solid lubricants or nano-additives was recently 

attracted tremendous interest because of their specific characteristics, such as smaller 

scale, chemical and thermal stability [149,150]. At the sliding contact interface, these 

nanomaterials can easily form a shearing thin film giving rise to low friction, can also 

fill and/or fix the micro/nano cracks formed on the worn surfaces, demonstrating 

comprehensive benefits to improve lubricant oils' tribological performance [151]. In 

order to minimize wear and friction of hydrogenated steel diamond-like-carbon (H-

DLC) contacts working at high contact pressures and sliding speed, Mutyala and 

coworkers [152] used a composite combination of graphene and MoS2 as a solid 

lubricant. Compared to Steel vs H-DLC (baseline) studies, the sliding friction tests 

carried out under dry nitrogen conditions showed a reduction of friction by 16 times 

and wear by 29 times as clarified in( Figure 3.1). In addition, a decrease in friction by 

a factor of 43 and wear by a factor of 434 compared with self-made steel against steel 
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experiments was observed. The TEM images confirmed the deposition of the 

tribolayer on the ball and disc and the amorphous carbon mixed with graphene layers 

consists of the wear debris. Tribochemistry results in the formation of amorphous 

carbon by the active disintegration of MoS2 at the tribological interface under the 

influence of high contact pressure. The primary mechanism is assigned.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Graphene + MoS2 solid lubricant via drop-casting method: (i) Mixing of 

the solution-processed graphene andMoS2, (ii) Drop-casted onto steel disc 

and (iii) Ballon-disc configuration. 

 

Test. (b) Baseline and Graphene + MoS2 test COF graph, (c) Baseline and Grapehene 

+ MoS2 ball wear rate comparison. TEM images presenting (d) the existence of 

Graphene and MoS2 prior to testing in the as-prepared solid lubricant and (e) the wear 

debris consisting of graphene layers mixed with amorphous carbon. (f) Mechanistic 

model that describes graphene mixed amorphous carbon in partially disintegrated 

MoS2 layered di-erent configurations. Reproduced with authorization from. [153]. 
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3.4. FUNCTIONAL LUBRICANT ADDITIVES 

 

Base oils (as a lubricant base) play a significant role to lubricate motion surfaces, thus 

minimizing surplus heat, decrease wear and contamination of system. However, 

sufficient additive materials must be applied to the lubricant materials in order to 

enhance their basic properties, including anti-corrosion safety, anti-friction and anti-

wear protection, oxidative stability and biodegradation resistance. Their classification 

defines the function of the additives [153] (Table 1). Figure 5.2 demonstrates how 

nanoparticles work in lubricants. As shown in Table 1, a wide number of lubricant 

additives are properly used by the industry. Around the same time, it must be noted 

that the process of creating new additives continues, as both environmental services 

and equipment manufacturers are gradually hardening the specifications of lubricants. 

It is also necessary to gain a good edge in operative efficiency.         

 

3.4.1. Nanoparticle parameters affecting the tribological properties of lubricants 

 

The ability of nanoparticles is influenced by the tribological properties of lubricants. 

This is attributable to many properties and their extraordinary scale is the most 

significant of them. It was noted that the structure, scale, functional surface groups, 

shape and nanoparticles concentration are the most significant factors that affect 

nanoparticle tribological characteristics depending on lubricants [154,152]. 

  

3.4.2. Nanoparticle Size Effect 

 

The internal mechanical and physic-chemical properties are determined by the size of 

nanoparticles which in turn effect their tribological characteristics shown in (Figure 

3.2.) For example, Hall-Petch mentioned that nanomaterials solidness increases when 

the grain size of 100 nm are increased [155,156] and basically their elasticity increases 

at values 10 nm [157,158]. Nevertheless, if nanoparticles are solder than the surfaces 

of rubbing, this may cause wear. Therefore, this must be taken into consideration.  
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Figure 3.2. Working of nanoparticles in lubricant 

 

Roughness of rubbing surfaces is an important issue which must be taken into account 

because if the nanoparticle radius is bigger than the irregularities size, tribological 

features will not follow from the nanoadditive. Nevertheless, if the roughness of 

surface is much greater than the radius of nanoparticles, the nanadditive will fill the 

irregularities. Thus, artificially levelling the surfaces of friction and, consequently, 

leading to an enhancement in the tribological characteristics [159]. The lubricant 

composition similarity relies upon the size of nanoparticle. Stokes [160] mentioned 

that probable enhancement in the depression solidity happens with reduce in the 

nanoparticle size. 

 

3.4.3. Nanoparticle Form Effect 

 

Another important factor which must be taken into the shape of nanoparticles is the 

explanation for the creation of nanomodified lubricants. For example, as compared to 

nanoplatelets, nanospheres would be subject to higher pressure at a particular load 

because the contact surface zone of the previous one is often smaller. Therefore, the 

use of amellar nanoparticles, distortion of rubbing surfaces is at least possible. 

 

 

3.4.4. Internal Nanostructure Effect 

 

The mechanical properties and therefore tribological properties can be effected by the 

internal structure of nanoparticles. For instance, vacancies (the pretended Schottky 

defect) in nanomaterials prevent the dislocations motion, thus, increasing the 

mechanical strength [161,162]. So, the existing of a few number of atomic vacancies 

may increase the mechanical strength of nanomaterials. Thus, this may affect 
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positively on the topological properties. Nevertheless, high amount of shortcomings 

may decrease the mechanical strength of nanomaterials. For example, Young's 

modulus and tensile strength will regularly decrease with every atomic shortcoming of 

a nanotube [163]. 

 

3.4.5. Surface Functionalization Effect 

 

In the developmental sense of nano-modified lubricants, surface function plays an 

important role. Because of their bonding by strong van der Waals forces [164], non-

functionalized nano-particles typically appear to combine. For example, nano-particles 

coated with surfactants enjoy higher tribological characteristics because of the 

following issues: 

 

1) Surfactant molecules are bound to the nano-particles, therefore generating a 

buffer around them and that and thus weakening the powers of van der Waals 

as the distance between these particles increases, thus inhibiting 

agglomeration; 

2) The nanoparticles are bound to surfactant molecules, so their internal polarity 

becomes the same across the entire external surface. Because we know that the 

shells are similarly charged for all nanoparticles, they repel each other and thus 

agglomeration is avoided. 

3) The nanoparticle surface is shielded from direct interaction with surfaces by 

the surfactant; 

 

By the way, in a case where increased colloidal strength and homogeneous distribution 

of nanoparticles in the base oil are needed, surface functionalization is a significant 

event.  

 

 

3.4.6. Nanoparticle concentration effect 

 

Researches and studies referred that the amount of nanoparticle in base oils highly 

effect tribological features of lubricants [165]. Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider 
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the entire operating system variables in order to consider the optimal focus of the 

lowest friction element. 

 

3.5. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF SURFACES DURING 

FRICTION 

 

The most important issues to validate durability and quality stability when using 

tribotechnical materials are the establishment of frequencies of conjugated solids wear 

over the action of friction forces. Because of the permanent changes in the operational 

features of surface layers, the wear phase is an integral process. This ensures that the 

effects of several processes occurring at local surface microsites over time are 

explained. The homogeneity of the processes taking place at the interface and the 

machineries of friction surface wear can be measured by regulating the chemical and 

physical phases of surfaces by friction. And as such, if the interatomic distance 

between two surfaces is reached, the same striking forces operate between them as in 

the bulk of the material. In several ways, comparable powers exist as follows: 

 

1) Ionic bonding occurs between electromagnetic force held together through 

cations and anions. Ion bonded solids possess high strength, like alumina; 

2) Covalent (homopolar) bonding takes place between neutral atoms by 

overlapping their electronic fields, resulting in a very deep connection (e.g., 

diamond); 

3) Metallic bonding is common for two metals and is due to the ability of electrons 

to pass freely between the ionic lattice nodes. Only in the absence of films on 

their surfaces does a similar bond take place between some of the rubbing 

surfaces; 

4) Bonding of Van-der-Waals can occur between any molecules or atoms due to 

dipole-dipole interaction. The physical adsorption of environmental elements 

on the solid surface is responsible. 
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3.6. SURFACE MECHANICAL ATTRITION TREATMENT 

 

By hitting the surface repeatedly with hardened materials, large plastic deformations 

can also be achieved on the surface (as in shot peening). The standard method involves 

seating the sample inside a chamber filled with a large number of hardened steel balls, 

then using a vibration generator to shake the entire chamber [166]. The steel balls can 

be induced to impact the specimen at relatively high velocities by careful tuning of the 

frequencies and produce reasonably high strains on the sample in a surface layer. 

Continued vibration may lead to the surface layer's microstructural refinement. This 

method is very close to the mechanical attrition process in order to produce 

nanoparticles in ball milling; since it is restricted to a surface, the process is called the 

treatment of surface mechanical attrition or SMAT. The difference is the nature of a 

surface layer and associated brush strokes of strain and microstructural gradients. 

Atmosphere regulation in the chamber, vibration frequency and temperature enables 

one to control the produced microstructures.
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PART 4 

 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

4.1. SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION OF NANO SILVER PARTICLES  

 

Within the scope of this study, nano-silver particles were produced by Tollens' method. 

In this method, for the synthesis of nanoparticles, a salt containing silver (Ag +) ion 

must be dissolved in a suitable solution and Ag + ions must be reduced (Figure 4.1). 

AgNO3, which is determined as the silver salt, can form a solution by dissolving in 

H2O. It is necessary to add a base to the solution in order to reduce Ag ions from the 

soluble AgNO3 salt and to be dispersed in solution in a smaller form. With the addition 

of the basic NaBH4 compound to the solution, Ag ions, which are reduced in size, are 

distributed among oxygen ions. A stabilizing ligand must be added to the mixture to 

prevent Ag ions from re-combining with NO3 and precipitating. In order for the + ion 

element Ag to interact with the ligand, a - charged ligand must be used. Gelatin, which 

can be used as a ligand material, is a very strong coating thanks to the nitrogen, 

phosphorus and oxygen it contains. The concentration of gelatin should be sufficient 

to cover the Ag ions, but at high concentrations it tends to associate with each other. 

Additionally, polymer-based coatings can be used such as PVA and PVP. The 

chemicals convoluted in this study were all analytically pure and none of them have 

been treated with a second purification. Particles obtained by nano-silver synthesis are 

characterized by UV test, zeta potential, TEM and PSA analysis. While the UV test 

determines the absorbance of the particles, the width of the curve obtained gives 

information about the size of the particles. It is understood that the particle size 

decreases as the area scanned by the curve gets narrower. The absorbance value may 

increase depending on the concentration of the test sample prepared. In the literature 

studies, it is seen that the samples give absorbance between 0.6 - 2 values.
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 In addition, spherical nanosilver particles were found to peak around 390-450 nm. 

Nanoparticle sizes can be determined visually by TEM analysis and numerically by 

PDA analysis. Particle sizes ranging from 10 ~ 100 nm are subject to growth if they 

lose their stability. Its colloidal stability is linked to the stability of the ligand applied 

to the particles. Ligand stability is determined by the zeta potential test. If the zeta 

potential test result of nanoparticles is higher than +30 mV or lower than -30 mV, it 

means that it has a high degree of stability.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. 1. Production of nano silver particles by Tollens' method. 
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Figure 4.2. Absorbance graph for gelatin coated AgNP. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3. Absorbance graph for PVA coated AgNP. 

 

In this study, 0.19 g NaOH (Merck; 5x10-2 M), 0.18 g NaBH4 (98.0%, Sigma-Aldrich; 

0.1 M), 0.017 g AgNO3 (99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich; 2.5x10-3 M) and 1 ml of NH3 (25-

30%, Sigma-Aldrich; 1.25x10-2 M) in 100 ml of purified water were mixed separately 

to prepare solutions (Figure 4.1). After adding 1 g of coating material (Gel, PVA) to 

the mixing bowl at room temperature, 10 ml of NaOH solution was added from the 

prepared mixtures and magnetic stirring was started. 20 ml of NH3 and 10 ml of 
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NABH4 were added to the solution, which was stirred for 5 minutes at 500 rpm, and 

stirring was continued. Then, the prepared 10 ml AgNO3 solution was dropped into 

the mixture as 1 drop per second. The chemical reaction continued at 500 rpm for 20 

minutes. The colloidal suspension obtained after filtration was kept in the dark. The 

results of the UV analysis performed for the characterization of the particles produced 

are given in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. According to the UV-Vis graph, the particles gave an 

absorbance of ~ 400-410 nm (Figure4.3). Zeta potential test values show that colloidal 

stability is ensured (Figure 4.5). In Figure 4.4 and 6.5, when using Gel and PVA, the 

result of the Zeta test for nano-particles was higher than 30 mv, which means a 

stability, the result was -32 and -38 mv as shown in the figures above. As a result of 

the PSA (Figure 4.7) and TEM (Zeiss – EM900) (Figure 4.9) analysis, the particle 

sizes were determined as between 10-20 nm. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Zeta potential measurement for AgNP_GEL. 
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Figure 4.5. Zeta potential measurement for AgNP_PVA. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Particle size distribution measurement for AgNP_GEL 
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Figure 4.7. Particle size distribution measurement for AgNP_PVA. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.8. Tem image of AgNP_GEL. 
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Figure 4.9. Tem image of AgNP_PVA. 

 

4.2. PREPARATION OF LUBRICANTS 

 

Wear tests were carried out under dry, ethylene glycol (EG), EP added ethylene glycol 

and nano silver + EP added ethylene glycol lubrication conditions. Additives are added 

to ethylene glycol according to certain concentrations. In the first stage of the study, it 

was carried out under dry, EG and EG with different EP concentrations (5%, 10%, 

15%). By choosing the lubrication condition that gives the best results, wear test was 

carried out with combinations of gelatin coated nano silver (AgNP_Gel) and PVA 

coated nano silver (AgNP_PVA) fluids prepared in different concentrations (2%, 5%, 

8%). The fluids were mixed homogeneously at room temperature by mechanical 

mixing method. Mixing ratios of the prepared fluids are given in Table 4.1. Before the 

experiments, the surface tension (ST) and the wettability angle (WD) of the prepared 

liquids were examined (Figure 4.10). 
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Table 4.1. Mixing ratios of lubricants. 

 

Experiment Stages Lubricated Conditions 

1. Phase 

Dry 

EG 

EG + 5% EP 

EG + 10% EP 

EG + 15% EP 

Optimum Lubrication Condition as a result of 1st Stage: EG + 5% EP 

2. Phase 

EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP_Gel 

EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP_Gel 

EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP_Gel 

EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP_PVA 

EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP_PVA 

EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP_PVA 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Surface tension and wettability angle results of prepared liquids: a) 

AgNP_Gel_2%, b) AgNP_Gel_5%, c) AgNP_Gel_8%, d) 

AgNP_PVA_2%, e) AgNP_PVA_5%, f) AgNP_PVA_8%. 
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4.3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

 

Experiments in this study were carried out with a ball-on-plate wear tester. The 

schematic view of the system and the experimental setup are given in Figure 4.11 and 

4.12, respectively. CuSn10Zn tin bronze was used as the wear sample and a 6 mm 

diameter 100Cr6 (AISI 52100) alloy was used as the abrasive. Wear material sample 

and chemical composition of abrasive ball are given in Tables 4.2 and 6.3. Wear test 

parameters were carried out under constant load (20 N) and sliding speed (40 rpm) 

conditions. Parameter selection was determined according to the pre-tests and the 

literature [7,22]. Experimental results were evaluated according to SEM (Carl Zeiss 

Gemini FESEM), 3D topography analysis, 2D volume loss and friction coefficient 

data. 

 

Table 4.2. Chemical composition of CuSn10Zn alloy. 

 

Element Cu Sn Zn Pb Ni P 

Yüzde 

Ağırlığı 

(%) 

86.0 – 

89.0 

9.0 – 

11.0 
1.0 – 3.0 1.5 (max) 2.0 (max) 

0.05 

(max) 

 

Table 4.3. Chemical composition of AISI 52100 alloy. 

 

Element C Si Mn Pmax Smax Cr Mo 

Weight 

(%) 
1.02 0.27 0.32 0.025 0.015 1.53 ≤0.1 
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Figure 4.11. Experimental Set-up. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12. Wear equipment: a) Ball-on-plate Wear Device, b) Wear Under 

Lubrication Condition, c) Wear Under Dry Condition. 
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Friction coefficients were measured with a single axis dynamometer with an accuracy 

of ± 0.5 N. The friction coefficients were obtained graphically as seen in Figure 4.13. 

Steady-state coefficients were determined by considering the arithmetic mean of the 

graph values. As a result of the experiments, the length of the abrasion trace was 

determined with a 1/10 caliper, and the depth and width of the abrasion scar were 

determined with a 2D profilometer device. An example of the size chart, which is the 

output of the 2D profilometer device, and the wear sample are given in Figure4.14. 

Volume loss data are calculated according to the equation in Equation 1 and the 

volume loss graph is formed. The a, b and c values are given in Equation 1 refers to 

the width, depth and stroke distance of the wear scar, respectively. 

𝑉 =  
2

3
∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐                                                                                              (1) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13. Friction Coefficient Graph. 
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Figure 4.14. 2D Volume Loss Graph 
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PART 5  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The methodology determined for the analysis of experimental results is given in Figure 

5.1. The study was carried out in two stages. the  Firstly, in order to determine the 

optimum EP ratio, the lubricants obtained by adding EP to EG fluid in different 

proportions were subjected to wear tests at the parameter of 20 N load and 40 rpm. In 

order to determine the optimum EP additive ratio, abrasion tests were carried out under 

dry, pure EG, EG + 5% EP, EG + 10% EP and EG + 15% EP conditions. According 

to the results obtained from the abrasion tests, it was determined that the optimum 

results were obtained at 5% concentration. In the second stage, 6 different liquids were 

prepared by mixing the AgNP additive in different proportions and with different 

coaters, with the EP additive at the specified optimum ratio. Colloidal suspensions 

prepared by adding 2%, 5% and 8% nanosilver particles were used in the experiments 

and the optimum nanosilver concentration was determined. Abrasion tests were 

applied separately for gelatin and PVA coated nanosilver particles, thus the effect of 

different coating materials was also analyzed. Experimental results were determined 

by analyzing friction coefficient values, wear volume values, SEM and 3D topography 

images for both stages. 
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Figure 5.1. Experimental Process. 

 

5.1.1 Determination of Optimum EP Additive Ratio 

 

Until the lubricant film is formed in systems operating under hydrodynamic lubrication 

conditions, high values of friction coefficient occur depending on the metal-metal 

contact between the bearing material and the shaft material. This increase in the 

friction coefficient increases the wear on the bearing materials and this causes the 

service life of the bearing materials to shorten. For this reason, the friction coefficients 

need to be analyzed. In order to determine the optimum EP concentration, the friction 

coefficient values obtained from the experiments carried out under 20 N load and 40 

rpm speed parameters under dry, EG, EG + 5% EP, EG + 10% EP and EG + 15% EP 

conditions are given in Figure 10. According to Figure 10, it was determined that the 

friction coefficient values decreased by 68.71%, 77.86%, 77.23%, 77.30% in EG, EG 

+ 5% EP, EG + 10% EP and EG + 15% EP conditions, respectively, compared to dry 

environment conditions. According to these values, it is concluded that EG + 5% EP 

fluid is the lubricant that has the highest effect on the friction coefficient. By creating 

a stable oil film on the surface, EP additive [5] reduced the friction coefficient by ~ 

77.7% according to dry conditions and ~ 28.7% compared to pure EG lubricant. The 

best EP additive ratio was found to be 5%. There is no significant difference in terms 

of friction coefficient in lubricants obtained with 10% EP and 15% EP ratios. 
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Figure 5. 2. Friction coefficient values of the abrasion test. 

 

Due to the increase in the friction coefficient, wear mechanisms occur in the bearing 

material and the amount of particles detached from the surface of the material 

increases. The wear increase in the bearing material negatively affects the system 

performance in terms of dimensional integrity and fatigue strength. For this reason, 

wear volume values need to be analyzed. Abrasion volume values obtained from the 

measurement results with 2D profilometer as a result of the experiments carried out 

under dry, EG, EG + 5% EP, EG + 10% EP and EG + 15% EP conditions are given in 

Figure 5.3 . It was determined that the wear volume values decreased by 17.06%, 

76.55%, 39.92% and 7.15%, respectively, in the conditions of EG, EG + 5% EP, EG 

+ 10% EP and EG + 15% compared to dry ambient conditions. The amount of wear 

increases due to the increase in the friction coefficient on the contact surfaces. 

However, when 2D volume loss data were examined, it was determined that, unlike 

the friction coefficient results, EG + 15% EP environment gave values close to dry 

conditions. This shows that the high amount of EP additives negatively affects the 

tribological performance. According to the volume loss data, the optimum EP additive 

ratio was found to be 5%. EP additive of 5% reduced the volume loss by ~ 76.5% for 

dry conditions and ~ 71.7% for pure EG conditions. 
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Figure 5.3. Volume Loss Data of the 1st Abrasion Test. 

 

5.1.2.Sem Analyses 

 

Surface morphology deteriorates as a result of the particles broken due to the abrasion 

mechanisms occurring on the material surface. This situation negatively affects the 

dimensional change and surface quality of the material. For this reason, SEM images 

should be analyzed in order to analyze the wear mechanisms occurring on the material 

surfaces. In Figure 5.4, SEM images of the samples obtained from the experiments 

performed in dry, EG and EG + 5% EP (optimum EP concentration) ambient 

conditions are given. When SEM images are examined, it is seen that the surface that 

is worn in dry conditions is quite rough (Figure 5.4 a). The absence of an oil film on 

surfaces subject to wear increases the friction coefficient. As the friction continues, the 

particles detached from the worn surface cause abrasive wear by scratching the 

surfaces. In addition, with the effect of the heat released, micro-source formation 

occurs on the surface. In dry environment conditions (Figure 5.4 a), it is seen that the 

material ruptures from the surface of the material in layers and the delamination 

mechanism occurs. In addition, deep wear marks and pits were formed on the surface. 

This situation disrupts the morphology of the contact surface. The presence of an oil 

film between the surfaces prevents metal-metal contact and reduces the friction 

coefficient. In addition, it prevents the adhesion mechanism by reducing the 
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temperature occurring in the friction area. The decrease in cracks, scratches and 

adhesion layers on the abraded surface under pure EG conditions is an indicator of this 

situation (Figure5.4 b). In EG ambient conditions compared to dry conditions, abrasion 

scar depths decreased and surface defects were significantly minimized. With 5% EP 

additive, micro-welding formation and scratches on the surface have been minimized 

and the abrasion scar has been considerably reduced compared to pure EG media. In 

the condition of EG + 5% EP, it is seen that the amount of defects in the wear zone 

and the depth of existing defects decrease and the surface quality increases visibly. 

This situation can be explained by the stable oil film formation created by the EP 

additive on the surface (Figure 5.4 c). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4. SEM Images of Abrasion Test: a) Dry, b) EG, c) EG + 5% EP. 
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5.1.3. 3D Topography 

 

Due to the deterioration of the surface morphology as a result of the wear mechanisms 

seen in the SEM images, the surface form also changes. The 3D topography images 

obtained from the wear zones for the analysis of the form changes of the samples 

subjected to the abrasion test under dry, EG and EG + 5% EP conditions are given in 

Figure 5.5 . In the topography images given in Figure5.5, blue tones indicate abrasion 

scar depth, red tones indicate the excess surface roughness and yellow and green tones 

indicate less surface roughness than red tones. According to Figure 5.5a, it is seen that 

blue and red tones are intense in dry environment condition. The intensity of the red 

and blue colors indicates the presence of peaks and troughs on the surface. Considering 

the area where the blue color is intense, it is seen that the wear scar width is high. . 

The color distribution in the topographic image indicates that the wear scar depth, 

width and surface roughness are high. As can be seen in the SEM images of dry 

conditions, the adhesive wear mechanism has created micro-sized peaks and pits on 

the surface (Figure 5.4 a). In addition, the absence of an oil film in the contact area 

caused the temperature not to be distributed homogeneously and the surface form to 

deteriorate. With the use of pure EG, the yellow and green colors expressing flatness 

on the surface have increased compared to dry conditions, but the presence of red 

colored peaks indicates that the surface has a wavy form (Figure 5.5 c). By creating a 

thin film layer on pure EG contact surfaces, it ensured a homogeneous distribution of 

temperature and protection of surface form compared to dry conditions. In EG + 5% 

EP conditions, a smoother surface morphology was obtained compared to dry and pure 

EG conditions (Figure 5.5 b). When the surface is examined, it is seen that yellow and 

green colors are dominant. This shows that the roughness on the surface is at minimum 

level. EP additive increased the load carrying capacity of the oil film, separating the 

surfaces from each other, ensuring a homogeneous distribution of temperature and 

achieving a smooth surface morphology. The surface roughness values obtained 

confirm these findings. 
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Figure 5.5. 3D Topograpy Results of Abrasion Test: a) Dry, b) EG + 5% EP, c) EG. 

 

According to the abrasion tests performed in the first stage of the study, the best 

lubricating medium was found as EG + 5% EP. When the friction coefficient, 2D 

volume loss, SEM and 3D topography images were examined, it was observed that the 

friction coefficient decreased and the surface quality increased thanks to the stable oil 

film created by the EP additive. Optimum additive rate was determined as 5% in terms 

of EP additive fulfilling its lubricating function. As a result of the first phase of this 

study, it is thought that the use of EG + 5% EP fluid in the plain bearings will increase 

the surface quality and consequently the wear fatigue resistance will increase. In the 

next step, the interaction of AgNP additive produced with different proportions and 

coaters with EG + 5% EP fluid will be examined. 
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5.2. INVESTIGATION OF INTERACTION OF EP AND SILVER BASED 

ADDITIVES 

 

5.2.1. Friction Coefficient 

 

In order to determine the optimum nanosilver concentration and coating material, the 

friction coefficient values obtained under colloidal suspension conditions prepared by 

adding 2%, 5% and 8% gelatin and PVA coated nanosilver particles to the EG + 5% 

EP liquid are given in Figure 5.6 . According to the friction coefficient data of the wear 

tests performed, the lubricants giving the highest values are respectively EG + 5% EP 

+ 8% AgNP (PVA), EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP (PVA), EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP 

(PVA). ), EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP (Gel), EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP (Gel) and EG + 

5% EP + 2% AgNP (Gel). According to Figure 7.6, it was determined that EG + 5% 

EP + 2% AgNP suspension decreased the friction coefficient by 7.55% and 14.33%, 

respectively, compared to EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP and EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP. . 

When a comparison is made between PVA and gelatin coatings, the friction coefficient 

of gelatin coated nanosilver particles for EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP, EG + 5% EP + 5% 

AgNP and EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP conditions compared to PVA coated nanosilver 

particles 12.06%, 14.03% and 17.33% respectively. According to the results, it was 

determined that PVA coated nanoparticles were insufficient to reduce the friction 

coefficient compared to gelatine coated nanoparticles. The rate of additive giving the 

best friction coefficient for both types of coaters was found to be 2%. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.6. Friction coefficient results of abrasion test. 
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5.2.2. Wear Loss 

 

For the analysis of the effect of nanosilver reinforcement and coating materials on the 

abrasion volume, the wear volume values formed in the material as a result of the 

abrasion experiments performed with the nanosilver colloidal suspensions prepared by 

reinforcing 2%, 5% and 8% with PVA and gelatin coating (Figure5.7). According to 

2D Volume loss data, the lubricant that gives the best results is EG + 5% EP + 2% 

AgNP (Gel), EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP (Gel), EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP (Gel), EG + 

5% EP + 2% AgNP (PVA), EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP (PVA) and EG + 5% EP + 5% 

AgNP (PVA). According to Figure x, it was determined that EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP 

suspension decreased the abrasion volume by 6.38% and 42.28%, respectively, 

compared to EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP and EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP. When compared 

between PVA and gelatin coatings, the friction coefficient of gelatin coated nanosilver 

particles compared to PVA coated nanosilver particles for EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP, 

EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP and EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP conditions It was found that 

it decreased by 53.36%, 67.29% and 41.16%, respectively. As in the friction 

coefficient data, the gelatine coating gave a better result than the PVA coating and the 

optimum contribution ratio was determined as 2%. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7. Volume loss results of abrasion test. 
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5.2.3. SEM 

 

According to SEM data, it is seen that the best surface images were obtained under EG 

+ 5% EP + 8% AgNP (Gel) and EG + 5% EP + 5% AgNP (Gel) conditions. According 

to the friction coefficient and volume loss data, AgNP (Gel) gave a better result by 

2%, but there was no visible difference in SEM images. It is seen that the surfaces 

obtained under the conditions of EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP (PVA) and EG + 5% EP + 

5% AgNP (PVA) give similar results. It is observed that there are roughness and cracks 

on the wear surfaces obtained with 8% AgNP additive for both coatings. When the 

friction coefficient and volume loss data were examined, it was determined that 8% 

AgNP additive was insufficient to minimize wear and friction compared to other 

concentrations. The increase in nanoparticle concentration and the difficulty in 

penetration of the liquid into the wear surface can be shown as the reason for this 

situation.According to the data obtained during the characterization phase, the fact that 

the 8% AgNP additive has the highest wetting angle confirms this situation (Figure 

6.10 4). According to the results, it was determined that 2% and 5% AgNP additives 

gave better results for both coating materials. The friction coefficient, volume loss and 

wettability data can be taken as reference to make a comparison between 2% and 5% 

AgNP additive rates. Based on these results, the optimum concentration ratio can be 

determined as 2%. When the images were compared, it was determined that gelatine 

coating gave better results in all concentrations than PVA coating. This shows that 

gelatin is a more stable coating on nanoparticles, and it ensures colloidal stability by 

preventing the agglomeration of nanoparticles. 
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Figure 5.8. SEM images of eroded surfaces in nano-fluid environment prepared with 

different ratios and coaters3D Topography. 

 

3D topography images obtained from wear zones are given in Figure 5.9 to examine 

the effect of colloidal suspensions prepared by reinforcing PVA and gelatin coated 

AgNP on surface form. In 3D topography images obtained under gelatin coated 
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nanosilver reinforced colloidal suspension conditions, the green tones of EG + 5% EP 

+ 2% AgNP on the sample surface used compared to the conditions of EG + 5% EP + 

5% AgNP and EG + 5% EP + 8% AgNP. It is seen that it is denser and a smoother 

surface form is obtained. Yellow and red tones are more intense in 3D topography 

images obtained under PVA coated nanosilver reinforced colloidal suspension 

conditions. When comparing the concentrations, it is seen that there is a similar 

situation with gelatin coated nanosilver particles. As the amount of concentration 

increased, the color tones became darker and the red tones spread over more areas. 

Depending on this situation, the surface roughness has increased and an 

inhomogeneous surface form has been formed. The difference between roughness 

values is negligible, but when the color distribution in the images is analyzed, it was 

determined that better surface quality was obtained at 2% concentration compared to 

5% and 8% concentrations. As the concentration increases, the particle density of 

AgNP in the EG + EP mixture increases. Due to the increasing density, the movement 

of the particles in the liquid becomes difficult and the particles cannot penetrate the 

wear zone sufficiently. When the comparison is made between gelatin and PVA coated 

nanosilver particles, it is seen that the color distribution on the surface where gelatin 

coated AgNP is used is intensely green and the color distribution on the surface where 

PVA coated AgNP is used is yellow and red. In addition, a more homogeneous surface 

form was obtained on surfaces where gelatin coated AgNP was used compared to PVA 

coated AgNP. When the concentration rates and the effect of the coating materials 

were evaluated together, it was determined that the optimum surface form was 

obtained in EG + 5% EP + 2% AgNP environment. 
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Figure 5.9. 3D topography images of eroded surfaces in nanofluidic environment 

prepared with different ratios and coaters. 
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PART 6 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Tribology is a science that has a strong bond with mechanical growth. The nanoscale 

has already been interested in this thesis, all of which affect lubrication, friction, wear 

and sliding mechanisms. The tribological characteristics and the mechanism of 

lubrication of different forms of nanoparticles as lubricant additives have been 

investigated here.The specifications of nanoparticles affecting the tribological 

properties, the dispersion process, the techniques for increasing the reliability of 

dispersion, as well as the characterization of nano lubricants were also covered in the 

current review within the reach of this report. In this study, nano-silver particles were 

produced by Tollens' method. The chemicals included in this experiment are all 

analytically pure and none of them was treated with a second purification. Particles 

obtained by nano-silver synthesis are characterized by UV test. The optimum 

concentration of EP and AgNP were investigated comprehensively. The conclusion 

drawn from the present experiments are as follows: 

 

● It is concluded that EG + 5% EP fluid is the lubricant that has the highest 

impact on the friction coefficient. By creating a stable oil film on the surface, 

EP additive reduced the friction coefficient by ~ 77.7% according to dry 

conditions and ~ 28.7% compared to pure EG lubricant. The best EP additive 

ratio was found to be 5%. There is no important difference in terms of friction 

coefficient in lubricants obtained with 10% EP and 15% EP ratios. 

● The wear increase in the bearing material negatively affects the system 

performance in terms of dimensional integrity and fatigue strength. For this 

reason, wear volume values need to be analyzed. 

● The volume of wear increases due to the increase in the friction coefficient on 

the contact surfaces. However, when 2D volume loss data were examined, it 

was determined that, unlike the friction coefficient results, EG + 15% EP 
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environment gave values close to dry conditions. This shows that the high 

amount of EP additives negatively affects the tribological performance.  

 

● According to the volume loss data, the optimum EP additive ratio was found 

to be 5%. EP additive of 5% reduced the volume loss by ~ 76.5% for dry 

conditions and ~ 71.7% for pure EG conditions. 

● EP additive increased the load-carrying capacity of the oil film, separating the 

surfaces from each other, ensuring a homogeneous distribution of temperature 

and achieving a smooth surface morphology.  

● The best lubricating medium was found as EG + 5% EP. When the friction 

coefficient, 2D volume loss, SEM and 3D topography images were examined, 

it was observed that the friction coefficient decreased and the surface quality 

increased thanks to the stable oil-film created by the EP additive.  

● PVA coated nanoparticles were insufficient to reduce the friction coefficient 

compared to gelatine coated nanoparticles. The rate of additive giving the best 

friction coefficient for both types of coaters was found to be 2%. The gelatine 

coating gave a better result than the PVA coating and the optimum contribution 

ratio was determined as 2%. 

● It was determined that the gelatine coating gave better results in all 

concentrations than the PVA coating. This shows that gelatin is a more stable 

coating on nanoparticles, and it ensures colloidal stability by preventing the 

agglomeration of nanoparticles. 

● It was determined that the optimum surface form was obtained in EG + 5% EP 

+ 2% AgNP environment. 

 

8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 

Based on the outcomes of this study, silver particle-based additives coated with 

different ligands are indeed a potential candidate as alternative lubricants. Advantages 

that they have, like renewable base stocks. A study conducted by Prabu et al (2018) 

showed that silver present low modulus of solidity and elasticity, thus particles are 

deformed because of high pressure and friction force in the metal interface. It is noticed 

that the particles deformed because of sliding movement on the surface fill the eroded 
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surfaces. Yu et al (2018) mentioned that recently, researches and studies were 

performed to prepare thin films with superior tribological properties in a broad range 

of temperature. It has been mentioned that the most efficient method for this is to 

manufacture films which show self-lubricant properties with different temperatures. 

Researches detected that WCN-Ag films with some silver added may show self-

lubricating properties in the temperature range of 25–600 ° C. Further research that 

confirms the capability of tribological performance of nanoparticles additives offers 

automotive engine must be conducted systematically. The findings of this study 

provide the basis for data on silver particle-based additives coated with various ligands 

and could also be used to help the establishment of other lubricants, in addition, to 

promote ongoing research on the use of alternative lubricants from renewable natural 

sources.
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